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Officials react to
fraternity antics
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Several cars were towed from the parking lot outside Burger King this week, costing each car
owner $25. (Tim Skeer photo)

Merchants get tough on parking
By Patricia O'Dell
maintain a very visible
For at least three students, presence. U~ing a whistle to
Shop n' Save was much more attract their attention, he
expensive yesterday than they warned anyone heading over to
planned on.
campus after parking there of
All three parked in the the possible consequences:
parking lot in front of Burger "Obviously I would ask them
King and Shop n' Save before nicely to remove their car.
heading over to campus.
That's only common sense."
All three will have to pay
Gurick was hired by Burger
twenty-five dollars to _get their King and Shop n'Save, in an
cars back after they were towed effort to cut down the number
for illegal parking.
of illegally parked cars.
Officer Gurick of the Managers from both stores
Durham Police Department, were not available to comment.
who was on duty in the parking
The police department is also
lot yesterday. said he tried to keeping lists of license

Pub claims right to
protection violated
The owners of the Cat Nip
Pub have filed a civil suit
against the town of Durham in
hopes to appeal a Zoning,
Board of Adjustment decision
that prohibited the pub to
expand.
~-------------,
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The pub had requested an
application to add 105 seats to
the Main Street pub in ~ugust
but the Se~ectmen denied the
request saying _the plans ~ould
be an expans10n of a nonconforming use" and therefore
not allowed.
According to a 1978 town
zoning ordinance, two drinking
establishments can not be
withing 200 feet of each other.
However, the Pub was allowed
to operate but not expand
because it had been in business
before the ordinance went into
effect.
The Selectmen denied the
August request because they
said the Pub's plans constituted
expanding.
-· The Zoning Board then
denied an appeal by the Pub to
reverse the Selectmen 's
decision.
Thomas Clancy, manager of
the Pub, declined to comment
because the case is pending.
According to the Pub suit,
expansio.n plans similar to the
pub's were approved in 1978 on
Nick's restaurant when 200
seats were added by when the
PUB, page 26

numbers, to make sure the
same cars don't return
everyday.
Any car parked in the
parking lot for more than an
hour is subject to towing,
though officers use their
(

PARK.ING, page 13

By Greg Flemming
fraternities encourage "people
Two UNH officials running around in little
yesterday criticized some costumes; flipping hot dogs
campus fraternities for hazing, thousands of times; and having
but they said they lack enough grotesque public drinking
proof to take action against any affairs."
specific fraternity.
Sanborn also said he hears
Dean of Student Affairs about hazing incidents but it's
Gregg s~nhorn ~n'cl Director of hard to come up with
Student Activities Jeff Onore conclusive evidence. University
said they are aware of some · officials are looking into some
hazing, which is prohibited by incidents, he said, including a
U n iv er s i t y ru I e s . T h e y photo published in The New
declined, however, to name any Hampshire of an SAE pledge
specific offenders.
who turned a hot dog from
While some fraternity- Thompson Hall to the
related incidents occur openly, fraternity house on Madbury
they said it's hard to draw the Road.
line between those incidents
Hazing traditionally consists
which are hazing, and those of strenuous physical activity
which aren't, and to get and drinking which leads to
students to testify before the vomitting, .according to
Judicial Board.
students familiar with the
"We've heard of some cases process.
of hazing, but witnesses are
Hazing, as defined in the
reluctant to come forward," Caboodle, includes "the use of
Onore said.
abusive and humiliating tricks
There's also often a question by way of initiation."
of whether a student was forced
Fraternities or fraternity
to do something, Onore said, members may be dismissed
since "victims participate from the University for
willingly in their own initiating ha-zing.
victimization."
Both Sanborn and Onore
Onore said it's "hard to said some fraternities at UNH
understand" why some are not involved with hazing.

ormer Kari-van driver protests
By Tracy Carlson
road?' and the guy came back cigarette.' "
Former Kari-Van driver
with:Hey, don't worry about'it
The passenger then put his
Toby Weir staged a one man
buddy.'"
cigarette out on the floor of the
picket line last Tuesday at the . Weir drove on to his next bus.
downtown Durham bus stop to stop and said two more people
At the next stop, the same
protest being fired for got on. "I noticed he was
passenger got off and went
enforcing Kari-Van policies.
smoking a cigarette, so I said,
He carried a sign that said, 'Hey buddy, get rid of the WEIR, page 25
"The Kari-Van treats its
management like s--t! The
Driver is always wrong/ No
overtime pay / Negative
approach in dealing with its
personnel."
Weir claims he was only
doing his job of enforcing the
no-smoking policy. A policy,
he says, which is generally
ignored on the Kari-Vans.
Weir said his protest was
prompted by his abrupt
dismissal last Monday which
he said may be connected to an
incident that occured in his bus
the previous Thursday.
He was on his Exeter run to
the Navy Yard when two guys
in the back kept harassing him
because they said he missed
some people waiting for the
bus.
"At a stop I passed by, there
were two guys sitting in their
car, but there was no one at the
stop," Weir said. "Two guys in
the back said, •Hey, you missed
someone.'"
At the next stop, Weir said
there was someone standing
near it, but he was way back in
the driveway.
"l drove by and _the guys in the back said, •Hey, you're
mi-ssing somebody.' I stopped
and when the guy got on, I
asked him in a nice way,
Toby Weir protests the UNH Karivan this week. (Tim Skeer
"Would you please stand by the
photo)
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EWS IN BRIEF
INTERNATIONAL
Mr. Reagan goes to Brasil
BRASILIA, Brazil-President Reagan _denounced
"counterfeit revolutionaries" yesterday who undermine
legitimate governments yesterday as being just as dangerous
as nuclear weapons.
Reagan recently moved to ease sugar quotas and provide a
$1.2 billion loan to help financially ailing Brazil. In a toast to
President Joaa Baptista Figueiredo, Reagan asked his guests
to commend the people of Bolivia, whom he said he would
visit next.
The President will not be going to Bolivia at all. He is
scheduled ,to stop at Bogota, Columbia today.

NATIONAL _
Watt proposes lease
WASHINGTON-Interior Secretary James Watt is ignoring
important environmental concerns by proposing -to lease
parts of the Georges Bank fishing ground, according to
Congressman Norm D'Amours (Dem. NH).
The ecologically sensitive tracts would be leased for oil and
gas exploration in one of the richest fishing grounds in the
world. D'Am,ours requested postponment of the lease until a
biological task force could determine the effects of past
drilling operations on the bank's ecosystem.

LOCAL
Student drowns
HAMPTON-A UNH student was killed this weekend
after the car he was in went off a dirt access road near Routes I
and 51 and overturned in a marsh before submerging.
Sophomore Jonathan Ferreira, 19, of Exeter Road, died
Friday night or early Saturday morning along with Donald
Griffin, 21, of Lafayette Road. Both Hampton Falls residents
were found by the Seabrook Underwater Search and Rescue
Squad.
Investigators believe poor visibility due to snow flurries
may have been the cause of the accident.

RQy first woman president
CONCORD-For the first time in state history a woman
was elected to preside over the Senate. Republican Vesta Roy
was ~lected Wednesday on the second of two secret ballots.
Roy narrowly defeated Democrat Norm Champagne after
an hour long recess was taken before the second vote. During
the recess Senator-elect John.Sununu lobbied heavily for
Roy. Roy won the second ballot 14 to IO.
In becoming elected, Roy also became the state's first
acting governor because of Gov. Hugh Gallen's absence due
to illness.

Del Rossi's turns Chinese
DU RHAM-Dur~am officials approved a building permit
to change Del Rossi's Restaurant on main Street into a
Chinese restaurant last Monday. The building is now owned
by Jesse Gangwer and will be leased to president J.Y. Tsai of
Zelon Inc.
The selectment had recently turned down a proposal for a
Chinese_ res!aurant in the Shop 'n Save plaza. The date of
. convers10n i_s not yet known.
Al~o, on Wednesday the Planning Board decided
unammously not_ to ask. the to~n to open zoning for more
restaurants. The issue will be discussed in the 1984 Durham
Town Meeting according to board chairman Pat Samuels.

Winter: postponed
Tod':1Y will be war~ and partly cloudy with highs· near 65
accordmg to the Nat10nal Weather Service in Concord.
Tonight will be clear with lows around 40. Tomorrow will
be bright and warm with highs possibly reaching 70.

Phantom philosopher speaks
By Cindy Gormley
Who in tarnation does Xeno L. Smith
think she is, anyway?
How come bizarre scribblings beckon
from. bathroom walls to every UNH
woman who sits on the contemplation
stools of Hamilton Smith, Dimond
Library, and the MUB? An'man, what's
this whimsical crap in The New
Hampshire personals that commands
readers to attention at the spying of a
single name?
I mean, are her philosophies the most
ludicrous, bombastic, and offensive
reading at UNH--or what?
Hey Xeno ... heh, heh, heh ... only
kidding'. You know--doin' ma thing?
Just tryin' to stir up a little and make
you think.
Kinda like . whon you looked down

upon UNH and said, "This Tsabsurd,"
and lo, it was? Or when you declared the
inevitable: Death, taxes and Xeno
Smith? And questione~ the "anal" in
analytic? And how 'bout when you
called "Champagne Ev's" decision to
burn 50,000 copies of the Alumnus
$10,000 worth of absurdity?
You say that's your thing: "to go
around kicking people in the butt and
I11ake them think and maybe piss them
qff a bit," because people just don't care
about what's happening in the world-like they used to.
Xeno L. Smith is a 1960's relic casting
off its dust. She is a voice of the past, a
radical amidst conservatives.
Dwelling in her erratic existence at
UNH since I 979; Xeno is a· part-time
student "leaning toward" philosophy.
She has no "fixed" address and lives on
what little she earns writing political
commentaries for newspapers and
magazines.
She likes paradoxes, things that don't
, make sense, things that are strange and
absurd-the way she is.
Maybe that's why she answered a
personal ad by this reporter. And
maybe that's why she agreed to an
interview, had two go-betweens in a
black Mustang pick the reporter up in
front of the Mub, drive around in
confusing circles for half and hour in
order to avoid recognition of
whereabouts, and was waiting at a
secret rendezvous wearing a man's tan, .
summer suit, blue shirt, hot pink tie,
purple socks, dirty tennis shoes-and a
ridiculous Richard Nixon mask.
Only Xeno Smith would ... and did.
The annoying plastic smile never even
twitched as Xe~o puffed on a marijuana
joint through the slit in Nixon's mouth.
"You'll never see Nixon smokin' a
joint--not bad!" she said in her
fluctuating, Hillbilly accent of the man
she was glad to see lose Presidency in
1973.

Bennett

•
IS

DURHAM - William J.
Bennett, chairman of the
National Endowment for the
Humanities, will speak at the
UNH winter commencement
ceremonies on Saturday, Dec,
18.
As Chairman, Bennett
administers the agency's $130
million budget and sits as
chairman of the National
Council on the Humanities.
The National endowment for
the Humanities, created in
19(>5, if', the federal agency
responsible for supporting
humanities scholarships.
Bennett, appointed to his
position by President ~onald
Reagan last year, immediately
attracted the attention of
humanities scholars when he
critici?ed previous endowment

Xeno Smith, in disguise.

Her manner is easy-going and she
makes her opinions lightheartedly. Her
naturally low voice is contantly
interrupted by a high-pitched,
backwoods drawl which she
exaggerates in her excitement.
Xeno says she feel like an alien from
another planet ~ho "just sort of
stumbled in on this human mess." At
UNH, she is a foreigner from the past,
trying to convey obsolete messages to
students of a different generation.
After graduating from Syracuse
University, New York, Xeno came to
UNH in •79 and "checked out" the
college newspaper, which she found to
be boring. The personals were even
more boring. So she said to herself,
"Jesus-God, these people are absurd
and they don't even know it!"
Originally, Xeno became upset after
reading a forum article about UNH
being a "fishbowl" and seeing a 'few
"UNH sucks" graffitti scrawled on
women's room walls.
"I really think that anybody who
think the place sucks ought to leave.
Especially seeing as they're pa yin' to be
someplace where it sucks--and that's
stuu-pid!" she said.
Xeno wanted to somehow stir people
up, even if it meant "writing shit on the
bathroom walls and getting them to
scratch their heads and think."
In the I 960's, people used to care
more about what was happening in the
world around them, she says. Back
then, students wanted to "get people
going" and make things better.
.. And there ain't a hell of a lot of that
XENO, page 23

graduation speaker
grants, suggesting the agency
should · fund traditional
·scholarly projects like
compilation of bibliopraphies
or purchase collections of
books.

WILLIAM BENNETT

Bennett has also served as
president and director of the
National Humanities Center at
Research Triangle Park in
North Carolina. He holds a law
degree form Harvard Law
School and a doctor of
_philosophy degree from the
University of Texas.
The commencement ceremonies will begin at I0:30 am in
the Field House and will honor
an estimated 1,200 students
who completed their academics
requirements this summer and·
fall.
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Fire dept. requests

Senators
recollllllend
alternatives

additional funding
By Daniel Healy
The Durham-TJNH Fire
Department is requesting an
5.5 percent increase over its
1983 budget guideline figure.
· The jump is a result of a
request for $25,000 to replace
the rusting body of Engine I.
The original guideline for
1983 had been a six percent
increase.
Deputy Fire Chief Robert
Wood said there was "extensive
rotting" in the back quarter of
the 1975 Mack truck.
The Fire Department is
researching the problem and
looking into possible liability
for the Mack Truck Co. "I
assure you", said Wood "all
possible liability will be
researched."
The $25,000 request appears
as a separate line item at the .
end of the budget recently ·
submitted to the Board of
Selectmen and budget
·
committee.
According to Allen

· By Tom Mooney
The ratio of foreign students
to American students in the
next International House is
more important · than where
that house will be located, said
some international students
last week.
A small group of international students _m et inform~lly
last Monday with two student
senators from the Residential
Council to discuss possible
alternatives to the proposal
that Smith Hall be converted to
a· new I ntern~tional House
starting next September.
"We're trying to thi11k vf

some alternatives because the
people here are so upset, "..said
senator Christine. Guimante.
"It ~is not the idea of it being
Smith Hall," said Karen
Sinotte, a senior international
student from Canada, '"We just
need a place where international. stude!1ts can gather and
mmgle with American students
but not be overwhelm-

'Edmunds, town executive, the
selectmen began reviewing the
budget last Monday and had
several more meetings to go. _
Deputy Chief Wood was
"hopefull" the request would
not be changed from a budget
line item to· warrant article
which would need separate ·
voter approval.
According to Wood the
request was "u11usual" only
because it was unexpected in
the regular operating budget.
He said it was just "something
that needed to be repaired."
Edmund , said unexpected
requests had happened in the
past such as last year when the
Fire Station needed repairs, so
that type ot request ..was not
really unusual."
Wood wanted to make it
clear that the roUing truck was
a completely separate issue
than the possible purchase
requestofanewtankerpumper
to replace the current 30 year
old model.

UNH prof speculates on

ed."

The two senators proposeu
four alternatives presently
under consideration by the
Residential Council. They are:
--A Sawyer-Smith Hall
complex where international
students would be divided
depending on sex.
--Utilizing a wing in
Congreve Hall for the
international students.
--Putting the students in a
small dorm in the quad.
--Dispersing the students
around Area One.
"Right now-our committee is
recommending to you the
Sawyer-Smith compr·omise," .
said Senator Mimi Burns,
because that would be the
"least disruptive to American
students" and offer more
interaction of foreign student

PAGE THREE

Because of rust on fire trucks, shown here above a wheei, ihe
UNH-Durham fire department is looking for a new truck. (Tim
Skeer photo)

with Americans.
Because of this low
Burns said the women in pecentage, many international
Smith Hall did not want to students lack an identity, said
have their dorm become co-ed. Jerry Munck, a junior from
Most of the foreign students Argentina.
voiced approval of the
"You need an I-House
alternative plan but questioned because you are coming from
what the student ratio between another culture and you need
the students would be.
some kind of support, at least
"The population of for your first year," he said.
international students is just so
Sawyer Hall has 120 beds as
small that to keep them co_m pared to 80 beds in Smith.
(unified) you have to group Dispersing the thirty
them together," said Sinotte.
international students among
International students make the two dorms could be
up just one percent of the UNH
- I-HOUSE, page 24
student body.

Brezhnev's successor
By Roberta Lahey
Leonid Brezhnev's successor, Ex-KGB agent Yuri
Andropov, will not advance
any dramatic changes in Soviet
policy, according to UNH
professor Hans Heilbrenner.
Heilbrenner, professor of
Russian History, has taught at
UN H for 29 years. Andropov is
a "clever, ambitious man,"who
will "tinker with the soviet
Government, not change it," he
said.
At 68. Andropov is, like

Brezhnev , of the "older
leadership," said Heilbrenner.
While he will probably push
harder to achieve Soviet goals,
"he is in no position to seek
radical changes,'' said
Heilbrenner.
UNH professor of Political
Science Thomas Trout said
Andropov would follow the .
Brezhnev pattern for two
reasons.
"The first," he said, "is that
ANDROPOV, page 21

•
a University, Durham landmark
Mary Simpson is
By Denise Morisseau
Mary Simpson is more than
just a friendly cashier at Town .
· and Campus (T&C) in
Durham. She's a UNH
landmark and is known for her
unique Southern accent.
"T-h-i-r-t-y f-i-v-e c-e-n-t-s
please. From a dollar, unh
hunh. Thank you. Have a nice
day," said Mary to one student
customer.
Jess Gangwer, owner of
T &C for 22 years, said Mary's
friendly smile, hi, and how are
you make her noticeable.
"Mary is always friendly and
since she's out front with the
kids everyday, she gets to
recognize the faces and
remembers their names by
cashing their checks," said
Gangwer.
"It's like her children are the
kids at UNH," said Gangwer.
She's always in a good mood.
She makes it fun to go to
T&C," said Ed Hodge, junior
wildlife major.
Julie Schire, a UNH
graduate and three-year
employee of T &C, said she has
known Mary since she was a
little girl growing up in

Durham . . She says working
with Mary has taught her a lot
about how to treat customers.

"She's a real sweet person
with a good sense of humor,"
said Shire.

Some people try to imitate
Mary's voice but it is never with
malice. I don't know if she is
4

'
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really aware of it," said.Schire.
Mary Bagley,junior business
major, said, She's a character
· · . and an interesting person."
Bagley said the kids joked
around about her but not to do
any harm.
In 198 I, Al phi Xi Delta,
UNH sorority, had an
Entertainment Night based on
the people and events of our
college years. Judy Bancroft,
· UNH senior and Alpha Xi ·
Delta sister said, 'We felt Mary
Simpson was an important part
of. our college and that is why
we decided to make a skit
impersonating her."
Sitting in the confusing
backroom of T &C, surrounded
by cigarette cartons, Mary said,
"I was born in Louisiana and
married, as my relatives would
say, 'a damn Yankee• before I
moved to Durham thirty-six
years ago."
've been working on the
UNH campus for 36 years.
Twenty-six years have been
spent here at T&C,"said Mary,
clutching her right leg upward.
Mary is a symbol of UNH's
history and has _ seen the
SIMPSON, page 26
44
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Dale Hunt makes a purchase from T & C's Mary Simpson. (Carolyn Blackmar -photo)

}
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Student reports camera missing
Last Wednesd_ay, November
24, a resident of Stoke Hall
reported the theft of a 35 M~
Richo camera and an electric
razor. The value of the items
stoleif is estimated to be
$400.00

Police News

Anthony J. Lapen, 28, of
Main Street was arrested for
driving while intoxicated on
Erik Dickens, 20, of
Thursday. He is scheduled for a
Concord N.H. was issued a
court appearance in the
summons on Monday,
Durham District Court on
/ 29 / 82, for an Open
December 12. He was released 11
Container Ordinance violaOn a $300 Personal Recogniz- . tion. His court appearance is
ance bail.
scheduled for December IO.

s, t ~Z~JL~Jf»S-S7¥1
Two parking permits were
stolen from cars in Lot A on
Wednesday. The permits are
worth $15.00 each.

Christmas

PUB

Selection

No. 2

''P & P''
Nite

-The Holiday Classic ...
A Navy Blazer. Wool / polyester
perfect for year-round wear...
Sizes 36 to 46
Regular, Short, Long
Regularly s 11 O

Our Holiday Price

W~lliam H. Milne,. 27, of
Barrington, N.H. was issued a
summons for an Open
Container violation on Friday. ·
He is scheduled to appear in the
Durham District Court on
December 3.

IS

Also on Monday, Public
Safety Officers discovered that
a vending machine in
Englehardt Hall had been
broken into. The sample candy
had been removed.

On Wednesday, a visitor to the
University reported that
someone had . punctured the
right front tire of his vehicle,
which was parked in Lot A.
The visitor had come to the
University for an interview.

Tonight
A UNH student reported
that his vehicle was hit by
another car while parked in Lot
Get a pitcher for
B on Wednesday. The car
which caused the accident left
$1 each pizza
the scene, after hitting the front
fender and driver's side of the ·
. ._ _ _ _ _11111111111111111111-llilil_ _ _ ordered!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ · parked car.

s7999
-Plaid Flannel Shirts ...
100% · cotton flannel,
washable, __ colorful plaids ... ,.
regular collar or buttondown.
Sizes S,M,L,XL
Regularly s 19so

J

Our Holiday Price
,

s1499

MEED HELP

.:.selected Ladies Blazers ...
All wool tic weaves and plaids ...
· Regular s 125

Holiday Price

·i(}

s9999
-Ladies Skirts ...
All wool, lined, heather tones ...
Regular s59 5o

Holiday Price

uijij
ft
e

-

Corduroy Jeans ... _

Right with blazer or sweater.
Sizes 28 to 38
Regular s20so

Holiday Price

.l'lmU}.
.-DOWNTOWN DURHAM_

.WITH·YOUR
STUDENT LOAMI
If you've attended college on a Guaranteed Student Loan or
a National Direct Student Loan made after October 1, 197 5, consider
spending a couple of years in the Army.
If you train for certain specialties, the government will release
you from 1/3 ofyourindebtedness(or $1,500, whicheverisgreater)for
each year of active duty.
· Obviously, a three-year enlistment cancels 100% of your debt.
But if you sign up for the Army' s,exclusive two--year enlistment option,
.
we'll still cancel 2/3 of your debt.
.
Plus, you may be eligible for g__ ·: 1erous .e ducational incentives.
· To find out how to serve your c0untry and _get out of debt, call
·
the number below.

ARMY. BEALLYOU CAM BE•
US Army Recruiting Station
5 Locust Street
Dover, NH 03820
749-0441
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Dance preparations underway
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By Denise Morisseau
This spring dancers in the
Hetzel Hall Dance-a-Thon will
try to "'ride the new-wave all the
way to Bermuda."
Members of the Dance-aThon are making final
preparations for it's sixth
annual national Kidney
Foundation Dance-a-Thon.
The 48 hour fund raiser will
be held this February 4,5, and
6.
Heidi Thomas, sophomore
co-chairman of the Dance-aThon, said, "We're tieing the
lose ends together. December is
the critical month. We have to

have all donations in before support. Donations are given
Christmas break.,,
by several organizations such
Thomas and John Webb, co- as the dorm, the area businesses
chairmen of the Dance-a- - and the Alumni Center.
Thon, have the entire hall to
The event is possible only
support them.
because of the donations
"We started planning for this received to cover all operating
in September," said Thomas. costs, said Thomas.
"There's a lot of paper work to
The Dance-a-Thon not only
be figured out before anything is a fund-raising event, but also
can be planned."
a tremendous public education
"The initial steps are to apply effort. The entire community
for funding through PFO and
becomes involved in the event
the Student Activity Fee," said
by becoming sponsors or
Thomas.
donating goods and services,
Thomas said this year's said Thomas.
Dance-a-Thon requires
DANCE, page 12
approximatelv $3550_,00 ill..

ADD·

TENYEARS
TOYDDR
THINK• .

As General Systems Engineer for C31 - Command, Control, Com,:n~~icati_o~s and
Intelligence - for the U.S. Air Force's Electronic Systems D1v1s1on, 1t 1s our
challenge to look beyond tomor~ow to the world of_ 5 or 10 years from now. To
analyze and engineer one-of-a-kind systems that will be more than current well
into the 1990s.
The importance of our work is why we provide an e~vironment yo~ can._do_ your
best in. You'll work with some of the most accomplished experts in their fields.
You will be challenged by long- and short-term projects in comput~r systems,
systems software, systems architecture, rad_ar sxstems, and satellite and terrestrial transmission. Engineers you'll be working with can advance y~ur career a
decade in technologies including fiber-optics, computer security, sensor
technology and voice recognition.
·
Your excellence is : nurtured in every way pos~ible at MITRE. F~~ilities,
compensation and benefits to attract and keep th_e finest people .. Full tu1t1on advancement plus an ongoing in-house lecture series from ~he urnqu_e MITRE_ \nstitute to promote your continued education. Plus except1~nal proJect mobility
and dual career pathing to get you where you want to be, doing what you do best.
without' the wrinkles -

SATURDAY, December 4
WOMEN'S SWIMMING: vs. Boston College. Field House, l p.m.
SENIOR RECITAL: Lynn Normandeau, clarinet. Bratton Recital
Hall, Paul Arts Center, 3 p.m.
GOUR MFT OlNNER 11: "The Hotel New Hampshire." Granite
State Room, Memorial Union. Cocktails at 6:30 p.m.; Omner at
7:30 p.m. $13.95.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: Ira Levin's thriller, Veronica's Room,
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts Center, 8 p:m. General $4; students and
employees / senior citizens $3.
MUB PUB: Face to Face. Memorial Union, 8 p.m. Students $2.25;
general $3.50, at the door. UNH ID/proof of age required.

SUNDAY, December 5

The environment at MITRE is years ahead of what others consider the state-ofthe-art.

If you would like 10 more years' wisdom MITRE. We've got the environment for it.

GRADUATE STUDENT DEADLINES: Last day for presenting
final copies of doctoral dissertatic;m or master's thesis to the
Graduate School for binding for December graduation; Last day to
take fin(\.} _comprehensive examination for the master's degree.
MEN'S SWIMMJNG: vs. Maine. Field House, 4 p.m.
GOURMET DINNER II: "The Hotel New Hampshire" will feature ·
items from some of New Hampshires finest restaurants and inns.
Sponsored by Hotel Administration Progr~m. Granite State Rool'{l,
Memorial Union. Cocktails at 6:30 p.m.; Dmner at 7:30 p.m. $13.95.
Tickets available at the Memorial Union Ticket Office, 862-2290.
The dinner will be presented again on Dec. 4.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: Ira Levin's thriller, Veronica's Room.
Directed by Gilbert B. Davenport. Johnson Theater,. Pau_l _Arts
Center, 8 p.m. General $4; students and employees/ semor c1t1zens
$3. Continues through Dec. 4.

come to

_University of New HampstJire _
·
Interviews
Wednesday, December 8, 1982
MITRE will be conducting campus interviews Wednesday, December 8, 1982.
Contact your Placement Office to arrange an interview if you are a BS, MS, or
Ph.D. candidate in:

Electrical Engineering
Computer Engineering
Computer Science
Mathematics
Physics

DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: "It'll Be An Out-OfThis World Christmas." Sponsored by the Durham Red Cross and
student groups. Granite State Room, Memorial Union, noon-5 p.m.
Continues through Dec. 8.
MUSO FILM: '',DOA"(Rudolph Mate). Memorial Union, 7&9:30
p.m. $1.
UNH JAZZ BAND: David Seiler, director. Johnson Theater, Paul
Arts Center, 8 p.m.
MU B PUB: David Johansen with the Night Caps. Memorial Union,
'8 p.m.Students $S;general $7.50.UNH ID/proof of age required.
Th1s.J.St.-L,b.e last su-..Y'ight MUB Pub for the semester.

MONDAY, December 6
DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: "It'll Be An ·out-OfThis World Christmas." Granite State Room, Memorial Union, 10
a.m.-3 p.m. Continues through Dec. 8.
BRUCE HANGEN MASTER CLASS: The Music Director and
Conductor of the Portland Symphony Orchestra will give a master
class in orchestral playing. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts Center, 2
p.m. Open to observers without charge.
AMLL FILM: "The Seagull"(Yuli Karasik). Room I JO, Murkland,
7 p.m. $1.
CELEBRITY SERIES: The Portland Symphony Orchestra and
The UNH Women's Chorus. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts Center, 8
p.m. General $7; UNH faculty/staff $6; U~H stu~ents/senior
citizens $5. All tickets at the door $7. lnformat10n and tickets at the
Memorial Union Ticket Office, 862-2290.
TRADITIONAL JAZZ CONCERT: Jack Burner, piano; Gray
Sargent, guitar; Marshall Wood, string bass; and Frank Shea,
drums. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m. Students $2.50; all
others $3.50. Tickets available at the Memorial Union Ticket Office,
862-2290 or at the door.

TUESDAY, December 7
DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: "It'll Be An Out-OfThis World Christmas." Granite State Room, Memorial Union, JO
a.m.-3 p.m. Continues through Dec. -8.
WOMEN'S STUDIES BAG LUNCH: Women's Conceptions of
Self and Their Morality. Barbara- Houston, Hillsborough-Sullivan
Room, Memorial Union, 12:30-2 p.m.
MEN'S SWIMMING: vs. Holy Cross. Field House, 4 p.m.
ALLL FILM: "The Seagull" (Yuli Karasik). Room 303, James, 4
p.m. $1.

University Theater
60TH ANNIVERSARY SEASON PRESENTS

Contact your- placement office to see if MITRE will be visiting your campus,
or send your resume to Phillip Hicks at The MITRE Corporation,
Middlesex Turnpike, Bedford, MA 01730.
U.S. Citizenship required. MITRE is an equal opportunity employer actively
seeking applications under its affirmative action program.

THE
ENVIRONMENT
TODOWHAT
10UDOBEST.

MITRE

Veronica's Room
THE THRILLER BY IRA LEVIN, AUTHOR OF "DEATHTRAP" AND "ROSEMARY'S BABY"
DIRECTED BY GILBERT B. DAVENPORT
NOVEMBER 30-DECEMBER 4 AT 8 P.M.
DECEMBER 1 AT 2 P.M.
PREVIEW: NOVEMBER 29 AT 8 P.M.
JOHNSON THEATER
PAUL CREATIVE ARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DURHAM
GENERAL: $4
USNH STUDENTSIEMPLO'fEESIALUMNI, SENIORS: $3
PREVIEW: $1 GENERAL ADMISSION
RESER\tfflONS: 162-2290
DINNER THEATER PACKAGE
NEW ENGLAND CENTER RESTAURANT
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TICES
participating. Wednesday, Dec. 8 to Friday, Dec. ·
10, Strafford Room, Memorial .Union, 9 a.m·. to 5
p.m.
INTERNATl0NAL - STUDENT ASSOCIATION BAKE SALE:Thursday,Dec.9,Main Floor,
Memorial Union, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.

ACADEMIC
LIBERAL ARTS ADVISING CENTER: .. What
Coula I Do ·with a .. Major in t he · Physical
Sciences?" Career and educational information for
those considering a major in chemistry, geology,
math or physics. Tuesday. Dec. 7, Merrimack
Room, Memorial Union, 12:30 p.m.

BUDMEN LACROSSE TEAM ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING:You must be 20 years of age
or older by May,1983.There are several tentative
games scheduled for the spring. Monday, Dec. 6,
Grafton Room, Memorial Union, 7 p;m.
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL AND LACROSSE
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETINGS: Sponsored
by Women's Athletics. All students interested in
trying out report to Field House Conference
Room, Monday, Dec. 6, 3:30 p.m.

Non-credit courses for.i- nominal fee are listed
below. Registration is required . Call 862-3527 or
stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cl_uster. Additional $5
charge for non-USNH personnel. All courses are
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise indicated .
SOS- R UNOFF- 1,2: Designed to introduce and
explain capabilities and use of SOS to RUNOFF
text processing sequence on DECsystemlO. Two
Sessions. Prerequisite: Beginning Timesharing.
Tuesday, Dec. 7 and Thursday, Dec. 9. 2 to 4:30
p.m. Fee: $4. ~

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
,A TESTIMONY ON GUATEMALA'S
, INDIANS: . Sponsored by Student Political
Forum/ CISPES. Jose Efrain Rosales Marroquin,
a - Quiche Indian~ from Guatemala will discuss
situation of the Indian population in his country.
Monday Dec. 6, Raom 216, Hamilton Smith, 7:30
p.m. Students-free, non-students / $1.
GREAT BAY FOOD COOPERATIVE: Tuesday,
Dec. 7, Strafford Room, Memorial Uh ion, 4:30 to
7 p.m. Membership: $10 / year, $6/ 4 months.
JEWISH STUDENT ORGANIZATION
MEETING: Tuesday, Dec. 7, Room 218,
McConnell, 7:30 p.m:·
SOCIETY FOR '-$HOLISTIC LIVING
LECTURE: "'What Men and Women Really
Want". Communal Living coordjnators Bill and
Iris Becker will speak. Tuesday, Dec; 7, Forum
Room, Library, .7:30 p.m.
SKI SALE AND SWAP: Sponsored by New
Hampshire Outing Club. New and used equipment
for sale at _good prices. Many area retailers

. ·· · ·

X

11" -

· ~ __ · C'AM-PUS COPY · 47 Main St. -868-2450

A restored mansion
, by the sea
FINE LODGING
& DINING
ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY

COUNSELING & TESTING CENTER
WEONI;:SDAV

MUB INFORMATION TABLE: Sponsored by
Career Planning & Placement. For students
finding it difficult to schedule regular
appointments. Monday Dec. 6, Mub Balcony
table Memorial Union, 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.

·-

8½

COMPUTER SEVICES

ATHLETICS &·RECREATION

CAREER

5C

J>HOTO COPY
SPECIAL

NIGHT

SI;:R.JI;: S

AT

Tl-II;:

COUNSELING AND TESTING CENTER:
..Test Anxiety"-Penny Chick. Wednesday, Dec. 8,
Schofield House, 7 to 9 p.m.
GENERAL
STUDENT JOB BOARD: A Student Job Board
has been developed and is located outside the
MUB cafeteria. Information is posted for students
about jobs available in Durham and the .Seacost
area and how to apply for them. Potential
employers may call 862-1524 from 8:30 a.m. to4:30
p.m. Monday through f-riday, for more
information.
.
UNH COLD CLINIC: Open Monday and
Thursday in Hood House from 11 a:m. to~3 p.m. A
limited self-care program (no consultations) is
available al' the Pharmacy from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
and in Clinic I from 3 p.m. until 9 a.m. the next
morning. People with serious cold-related
problems may be seen at any time in clinic I by obtaining your record and waiting your turn.
HUMANHIES LECTURE SERIES: '"What's
New in the 'New Testament'?" by Fr. Joseph
Desmond, Paster, St. Annes Church, Manchester.
Tuesday, Dec. 7, Room303,James Hall, 11 a.m. to
- 12:30 p.m.

Now Accepting R-0scrvations for

Christmas Banquets
for your Dorm or Organization
Exquisite dining at reasonable prices

·Enio.r the best infood and entertainment 'in a most elegant setting
Route One, Ogunquit, Maine
1-207-646-4511

Reservations encouraged

_DECEMBER
SPECIAL·
.('~ Dec. 31st)

at

Norman's Hair
Stylists

1902

Christmas
Crafts
fair
10 a.m.-Gp.m.

December · 9010

in Durham

$5 off .o n all Perms!
$2 ofr on all haircut/blow -dry

Granite \-~tate ·Room

f\emorial Union, UNf1

Norman's Bair_Stylists
8~8-2231
Ballard St. Durham
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·cusTOM T-SHIRT
Businesses. clubs, _organizations
Hats. totes. golf shirts, sweatshirts
Many st)iles a ~ailable
l\o order to•) small

T.G.l.F.

N_.H. PRINTWORKS

JHer>r>t) Ghr>istm0S

FROMThe
SAY IT ...

Out Bac.k

SOFTLY WITH PINK CORDUROY AND TINY LITTLE BUTTONS.
OR RIGHT OUT LOUD WITH BRIGHT RED FLANNEL.

IS SOMEONE YOU KNOW ...
WORTH THEIR -WEIGHT IN MARBLES&
O,R IN PAPER?
OR IN JELLY BEANS?
OR GUM BALLS OR GOLD STARS?

YOO DESERVE THE CREDIT!
Join the thousands of students who have earned college
. credits studying abroad in CCIS programs.

-

ENGLAND ISRAEL IRELAND GHANA SPAIN ITALY
DENMARK EGYPT SWITZERLAND ME~ICO CANADA
FRANCE INDIA GERMANY

SPRING SEMESTER IN DCJBUN
INS,TTTCITE.FOR IRISH STUDIES
12- lSCREDITS
SUMMER PROGRAMS AT TRINITY COLLEGE
DCJBUN

YOU'LL HAVE TO MAKE THE GOLD STARS.
-.
BUT YOU CAN GET THE STUFF TO MAKE THEM WITH ...
AND AN ADVENT CALENDAR TO START COUNTING THE DAYS ...
AND DECORATIONS TO PUT ON YOUR TREE ...
· AND EVERYTHING ELSE ...
HERE AT THE OUT BACK.
SO STAMP IT WITH A STAMf...
OR SEAL IT WITH A SEAL ...
(WE HAVE THOSE TOO)
BUT WHETHER YOU SHOUT IT LOUD OR SAY IT SOFT ...
'TIS THE SEASON .. .
.
TO SAY ... ·_

603-43 I -83 19

.

SAY IT WITH APICTURE ...
ONE THAT YOU TOOK WITH THE CAMERA SHE GAVE YOU ...
THE PICTURE OF THAT PICNIC AND THE KIDS WITH THE BERRY JUICE ALL OVER THEIR
FACES AND HER NOSE TOO . ..
ALL FRAMED IN A BEARY JUICE COLORED FRAME ...
WITH A LIGHT BROWN MAT THE COLOR OF HER HAIR .

OR

PETER C. GREIDER

LOW COST QClAL1TY PROGRAMS
FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE

MAIN STREET - DURHAM .

SAY IT WITH FABRIC ...

SAY IT WITH AJAR FULL OF CANDY
ABASKET FULL OF FLOWERS
ACALIGRAPHY PEN
ASAILBOAT CALENDAR OR
A NEW PAIR OF SCISSORS

3131 1.afaycttc Road
Porhmouth. :\.H. 03801

Dr. John J. McLean
Mohegan Community College·
Norwich, CT 06360
.
886-1931 X243

COLLEGE
MERRY CHRISTMAS,
JACKIE

CONSORTIUM FOR INTERNATIONAL
STUDIES
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Jazz Band tourmg
Europe this spring

Phil Wilson, Dave Leech, Da-n
Sebesky, David Chaffey, Kim
Richmond, Howie Segurson,
and Billy Taylor.
The 18 cuts in the album,
with the exception of one, are
all from live performances. The
music in the album offers a
large variety of big band jazz.
and is available through the
music department. The
proceeds from this album will
also go toward the Europe trip.
Tina Erickson, .a junior
music major from the band,
who was also chosen for AllAmerican, said, "We'll do
clinics and concerts for schools
in the area. Last time we
travelled, we were put up in
homes and that's more fun
, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • because they. treat you real
nice."
~unday·s concert and the
album are just two of the band's
many projects. They are
planning more '"Projects
oriented to students, to have
the general students more
a~are of jazz, which is our only
true American art form," said
Seiler, who hopes these
projects will generate support
for the band.

By Andrea Parker
This spring, the .UNH Jazz
Band is making its first tour of
Europe since 1976.
The band takes a trip every
spring, the week after
graduation. The reason for the
trip, said David Seiler, who has
directed the band for 11 years,
"is to expose the students to the
culture of Europe and to play in
Jazz clubs."
This Sunday, Dec. 5, the
UNH Jazz Band is having its
inaugural concert for fund
raising for their Europe tour.
The concert starts at 8:00 in
Johnson Theater and will
feature a · wide selection of
music from old standards to

more contemporary jazz. It will
include big band numbers from
Buddy Rich, Count Basey,
Jerry Mulligan, Bob Florence,
Rob Mcconnel and others.
Donations of $2 or more will
be accepted at the door to
support the Europe trip.
Leaving on May 30, and
returning June 15, members of
the band will have the
opportunity to experience
culture. The itinerary includes
tours of Brussels, Amsterdam,
Luxembourg, Zurich, Paris
and other European cities.
The band members will
perform both in small towns
and big cities during the day
and try to play in jazz clubs.

while m1xmg in trips to Hampton, Buddy de Franco,
'museums and places relevant to and Rich Madison, among
others.
students.
"We're really excited about
The 20 students that make up
the band meet for class three the trip, we love to perform,•·
times a week, but put in many . said senior music major, Kim
hours of their own time in their Smith who plays in the band.
Smith was selected to the Allindiv¥1ual sections, as well.
Last year the band appeared American Band that went to
in the 50th anniversary Florida this Fall. "Dave Seiler
celebration of Sandy's Jazz is a tremendously dedicated
Revival, a club in Beverly, man and a fabulous musician.
Mass. They have also , he dese·rves so much credit for
performed in Rochester, New what he does for the students."
The band has just completed .
York, and Hartford, Connectiits first album. It is a three
cut.
The UNH Jazz Band has had record set and presents the
guest appearances by 1979-80 and 1980-81 bands. It
musicians Clark Terry, Jerry includes arrangements by
Williams, Phil Wilson, Slide composer-arranger Curt Berg.

DIAL- IN

888-5 70
4 M.a,in .St. Durha.m
It's_Fast - It's Fun

Call in large orders - We'll have .
them_ready and vvaiting when you
get t,ere to pick them upl ·-=:~ -r.
_;fi··

0"i~

's
THINK
MENU
SANDWICHES
Arby's Regular
Arby's Junior
Arby's King
Arby's Super
Arhy's Beef 'n Cheddar
Arby's Sub
Arhy's Ham & Cheese
Arhy's Turkey Deluxe
Arby's French Dip
Acbv's Roast Beef DeluxE
Beef - Bacon & Cheese

$1.49
.89
1.79
1.99
1.79
.1.99
1.89
1.89
1.79
1.89
1.99

served 9 to 10:30
GREAT BREAKFAST 2.00

BEVERAGES

SUPPLEMENTS

Sm . Med. Lg
.45/ .55 /. 65
Pepsi
.45 /. 55 / .65
Root Beer
.45 / .55 /. 65
Diet Pepsi
.45 /. 55 /. 65
Mountain Dew
.40
Coffee
.40
Tea
Milk/ Chocolate Milk
.45
.40
Hot Chocolate

Salad Bowl with Sandwich 1.89
Salad Bar ·
2.19
French Fries
.45 /. 65
Potato Cakes
.59
Arby's Sauce
.69
Arby 's Horsey Sauce
.89

CREAMY SHAKES
Chocolate
Vanilla
Strawberry
Jamocha

DESSERTS
.89
.89

Apple Turnover
Raspberry

BREAKFAST
.. : ··~~-·~.:-:>~

.79
.79
.79
.79

••••••••••••••••••••••
: Fl
:
• Ab"
•• C::::,.
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Good

•

Only at :

•
•
•

PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE 7% N.H. MEALS TAX

*SNOW*

Durham Only

H DS
I RA

"GOPHER PASS" •
54 Main St.
Durham, N .H .

GOODFORONE
FREE MEAL TO
THEPERSONWHO
COMES INTO PICK
UPANYDIAL-IN
ORDER OF $10.00
OR MORE.

Offer expires March 14, 1 983
M~AL: Sandwich . Fries and Soft Drink .

••
•
•
•
• .
•
•

......................
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Arby's used for
marketing ·survey ..
By Tom Mooney
How many roast beef
sandwiches does Arby's sell a
week?
How many people and what
age group is most likely tQ eat
at Arby's instead of,~ say,
Burger King or Sub Stop?
All very important imformation to consider when opening
up a new business; and all very
confidential.
Recently four UN H seniors
conducted a marketing survey
for Arby's as a project in their
marketing management class.
Tht lt ~ ult~ allow e d managor

Pam Weeks to get some idea of
the future success of the new
Arby's in Durham.
"It was really amazing," said
Weeks, "It opened my eyes to
all the facets involved in
marketing. It was a learning
experience for me as well
because I never went to school
for business."
Each member o( the
marketing team was in charge
of a different dimension of the
business world . For. instance,
Bill Crowley was marketing

research m"anager, Bri~n
Johansen,. advertising and
promotion representative, Ann
Marie Boudraeu, sales
manager and Brett Wirta
coordinated the overall
managerial survey.
•• A marketing program like
this is essential in the 'real
business world," said Wirta.
_"It is a comprehens-ive plan,"
said Professor Harry Walters
who teaches the Managerial
Marketing class.
·
The consulting group has
targeted their research on
f aculty , students and
personnel in the area
explained Wirta, determining
how often people in the 18-34
year-old age group would be
most likely to go out for dinner.
Most of the informational
guidelines to conduct the
survey hav~ come from Arb/s
themselves, .. and then we taKe
the information and put it to
use in the Durham area," said
Wirta .
Because of compet1t1on,
re~ults of the marketing survey
will not be released.

DOVER RECREATION DEPARTMENT

SKI/SKATE ·s ALE.
Dec. 3rd, 5-10 p.m:, Dec. 4th 9-5 p.m.

Location: Dover Recreation Center·Lower Washington St., Dover, N.H.
CALL-742-5718 FOR MO-RE INFORMATION,.__
''Skating Equipment''
•Hockey Skates ·
•Figure Skates
•Roller Skates

"Ski Equipment"
•X-Country
•Downhill
•Clothing & Accessories.

NEW & USED EQUIPMENT AT GREAT SAVINGS!
PARTICIPATING RETAILERS :
* Ski Shed
* L'Equipe Sports
* Durham Bike
* Putnam Sports
~Piche 's Sports
*The Shed
plus : PRIVATE CONSIGNMENT EQUIPMENT

Th·e UNH Glass
is Back!
This 16 ounce drinking glass,
_h andsomely embossed wfth the
University of New Hampshire Seal;
· is available at the Durham

BURGER KING
While supplies last, order a
Whopper, French Fry and a
regular sized iced drink ...
and keep the glass.

AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY

~

BURGER

KING

® ~
...

.·

~

CAMPUS GAME CENTER
COLD WEATHER
WAKE-UP
.

)

FREE COFFEE!
FOR PLAYERS AND NON-PLAYERS TOO!
G.REAT COFFEE to TRAVEL
or

ST A Y and PLA1Y
·

to

,

CHASE THOSE
SLEEPIES
AWAY!!·

/

-

rHE~NEw~H~MPsl4fRE" FRloAv; oE'e?MsER •i "' 1•91:/
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Scorpio's Provisions
11 Madbury Rd. Durham
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Saturday, December 4

All Pay ·Specials:
i

2 Liter Coke, "f ab, Sprite, Diet Sprite
½ Gallon Borden Ice Crea_m
8 oz. Bag of Snider of Hanover Pretzels
½ lb. bag of Lay's Potato Chips

79C
$ ~ $149

s_p-g- 39C
s~69C-

FREE COFFEE

Deli1 3roce•r ies/Snacks/Beverages/Magazines/Newspapers /Film/Party Goods

Hours: Mon-Sat 8-11 :30
Sun 8- 1 1 :00 .
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Lack of money c~ncels course
By Cheryl Dulak
Lack of money and a lack of
student interest in Chemistry
663, Introductory Radiochemicals Techniques, are two
reasons why the course hasn't
been offered at the University
recently.
The l 982 undergraduate
catalog describes the course as
"techniques and laboratory
practice in the use of apparatus
in many fields of science
employing radiochemical
operations."
Charles Owens. professor of
Chemistry, said because of the
financial situation of UNH it's
""almost impossible" to obtain
funds for the course.
••ror a lab of ten students it

would cost as much as $30.000$40.000 because it's much more
heavily dependent on
equipment than other
chemistry courses." Owens
said.
Equipment for the course
would include nuclear counting
devices such as geiger counters
and equipment which measures
radiation such as spectrometers.
Chemistry Professor
Alex.ander Amell said the
course hasn't been offered for
""two or three years."
Amell said equipment for
chemistry courses is ""very
expensive ."
. _"It's not a priority. ·other
equipment is more important."
said Amell of Chemistry 663.
He said balances are one
important item needed in the
department.

5C
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CAM PUS COPY 47 Main St. 868-2450
University of Connecticut and
Frank Pilar. chairman of the Oakridge in Tennessee.
Chemistry Department said the
According to Pilar the
course hasn't been offered due course is still listed in
to a lack of student demand.
University catalogs because
·•Demands like this are "'the red tape is tremendous to
created. If a faculty member take it out."
was hired and the course was
According to Owens. in
publicized. it might awaken a Chemistry 404 (General
latent interest." Pilar said,
--Chemistry) some experiments
He said, •Tm sure if there are done with counting
was a demand we'd get the techniques. Also, he said there
money."
are some experiments with
Pilar' said the two people radiochemistry done in
qualified to teach the course are Chemistry 685, the Physical .
Dr. Owens and Dr. Amell.
Chemistry Laborato.ry.
Ownes said.. "'It's been six or
-603-4.16-8.183
17 Ceres St.
Pilar said the main uses for
seven years since I've taught it." radiochemistry are tracer
Portsmouth, N.
open daily
Pilar said the course isn't studies with radioactive
(across from
popular because of the negative chemicals.
the tugs)
feelings of people toward
Radiochemistry can also be
"if the. Q\?C4.5ion iN,J)C\;icd
nuclear power.
employed in determining
the gift should be Joo" ·
Pilar said, "'It's guilt by specific sites of chemical
association" because the same reactions and to identify the
Another Matro-Polo Production
scientific principle used in structure of certain chemicals.
radiochemistrv is used to make
nuclear reactors and bombs
"'although it's for different
purposes."
Radiochemical studies
throughout the United States
have been affected by the antinuclear feelings. according to
Pilar. He said the "'phenomenCHRISTMAS GIFT -- Why not ask ianta Claus to give
you a c~urse in professional bartending. Master
on in the I 960's nearly wiped
Bartenders School of 84 Main Street in Newmarket
out the area of radiochemistry
will offer a special one-week, daytime course
in the U.S."
during the midyear break(in January).
"Harvard had a program.
Class size will be limited, so early enrollbut in the l 960's students
ment is recommedded. Our regular
threatened to burn down the
two-week evening course will also
lab used for radiochemical
be run at that time. For more
·testing." said Pilar.
details on the course, or how
Pilar said some of the
Santa can enroll you in it,
write, or call in the
universities still offering
evening after 6pm.
rad_iochemistry courses are the
Tel. 659-3718.

"Prepare for next summer's job NOW!"

- -----

INSUIMED
STEEL-TOE BOOTS

homemade soups
salads
sandwiches
beverages

in the Ra~lr.oad Station across
Main Street from the Field House

ICE CREAM CONE
flavor-of-month

EGGNOG

Try our
THE AREA'S
lARGEST

lNUIEA'S
lOWEST
' PIICFSI

SIUOION

BARN .
RED. 'S ..~~ \);SHOE

~ tubs of ice cream for holiday parties

Sf€>

0

Broadway

742-1893

Dover. N.H.

served all day--everyday (Mon. - Sat.)

I
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. The UNH Bookstore Is pleased to announce
NEW HOLIDAY SHOPPING HOURS

re
'--'v

8-5:30. Mon.-Fri.
10-4:30 Saturday
Why pay tu".prlce and waste gas?
25000 titles at 20% off llstprlce

Now open Sunday 1-5 pm until Christmas.

Learn ''C''
Programming
evenings_ on our
fully-equipped UNIX
system

SAE pledges performing a dance in front of the library. UNH officials criticized some
fraternities for hazing this week. (Carolyn Blackmar photo)

-----DANCE-----

-Virtually unlimited o'n-line
programming time
-Personal attention· in small classes
-Free individual tutoring
-Only $2 l O for 36 hours of
instruction

( continued from page 5)
-·

give us a call at 742-3518
or better yet...
stop by and see our facilities
McIntosh College
23 Cataract Ave.
Dover. N. H. 03820

Our next 8-week night mod starts January 3rd!!!

"September is alw the time
of our big dorm meeting. The
- seven committees responsible
for the main operation of the
Dance-a-Thon are formed,"
·
said Thomas.
"We don't have any problem
recruiting help." said Thomas.
1
.
' Junior - Deb Finegan.
member of the entertainment
committee, said, "It brings the
whole dorm together."
Junior Andrea Pasquale,
another member of the .
committee, . said, '_'Everyone

UNH Celebrity Series Presents

from the dorm is there at least
University system to particiat some time. Some people will
pate."
be there the entire 48 hours.··
The Dance-a-Thon is
Some things are new this publicized statewide via
year. Committee members said newspapers, radio. and
the Looney Tunes cartoons will television. Other methods
be shown on Saturday and include flyers. posters, t-shirts.
Sunday morning.
banners .qnd word-of-mouth.
Hetzel Hall will also be said Ross.
welcoming .students form
The entertainment will be
Plymouth State to participate different. The Notables, New
in the Dance-a-Thon.
Hampshire Gentlemen.
Thomas said. "We want to
try and get all the schools in1he DANCE, page;-. 13

A TESTIMONY ON
- ,;;.J

Cfh'2forthnd

::>

SY":fho'l)' Orchestra

GUATEMALA'S
INDIANS .
by ·

JOSE EFRAIN ROSALES
MARROQUIN_

Bruce Hangen
Music Director
and Conductor

Quiche Indian from Guatemala

Angela Mai-Lin Cheng
Piano
University of New Hampshire
Women's Chorus
Audrey Adams Havsky,
Director

· with Introduction by

Fr. Rick Pen nett, Catholic Chapla.in

r~~~;~:~c~L!~~;;:~~:~~7
I
1
I
.

Limi't one ticket per ad.
.
0 I·1
·--1cc
Only at the Memorial Union Ticket
Monday - Friday IO a .m. - 4 p.m .

I
I

I

----------------------·

and Historical Background by

Prof. Frank Mccann, History Dept .

Sp.m., Monday, December6
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts Center

UniversitJ of New H~mpshire
1

Regular ticket prices: Students ·Srnior Citi1cns S5:

l 1 '.\ H Facult,· Staff Sn: .
(irncral Puhiic S7 . All tickeh at the door S7.

Monday, December 6, 7:30 pm
Hamilton Smith 216
ADMISSION: Students Free, Non-students $1.00
SPONSOR: Student Political Forum/ CISPES
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-PARKING- ~----~--------DANC.F.1--------------<continued from page 12)

(continued from page I)
discretion. If they know a car is
!llegally ~arked, they can have
1t towed 1mm_ediately.

WUNH disc Jockies, and The
Toes, a local high school band
will return to Hetzel's annual
Da!}ce-a-t_hon.

. New entertainment will
include Quasi, a Massachusetts
band and Whitelies, a rock and
roll band.

Pasquale and Finegan are
trying to get Crossfire back to
UNH. ••we are hoping to have
Crossfire close the Dance-aThon again this year," said

Pasquale ...They were such a
big success last year." Plans
have not been finalized yet, said
Finegan.

Smitty's Sunoco who does
the towing, charges a twentyfive dollar fee which the owner
must pay to get his car back.

TRANSITIONS

\ esterday morning, with
Officer Gurick on duty, the
parking lot was only about one
~hird full, instead of being
Jamme<;i as it usually is.
Accordmg to Gurick, many
cars left as soon as their drivers
spotted him.

"How To Choose A Career
and
Make Sure It's For You"

By yesterday afternoon it
had begun to fill up again. The
Durham Police will be back
how_ever. According to Officer
9unck, they will come at
~ndeterm~nant times .. and on
mdetermmant days," without ·
any prior notice.
Ken Nugent, a mechanic at
Smitty's Sunoco, says they tow
cars from that parking lot
regularly, that it has happened
two or three times in the past
three weeks.

· David Carroll, Assistant Director,
Career Pl~nning & Placement

Date: December 7th ,

P1ace: _Mem_o rial Union Building, Room 320

One of a series of informal workshops and presentations
on issues of interest to returning students ..

A vailab/e at:

Ors. Alie
&. Menard
.
.

••1t will happen more when
the snow comes," he said.

So, if you've been trying to
buck the system and save some
money by borrowing a parking
space, beware. The Durham
police are looking for you.

Time: 12:30 -. 2:00

Optometrists
Can- 692-5894 or 742-5719
Mon, Tues, Thurs, 'Fri 9-5 p.m.
Sat 9-12 Dover only.
Jenkins Co~rt , .476 Central A v e ~
Durham
_
· • D o v e r ~-

An opportunity to meet friends and share
common concerns.

ALUNCHTIME SERIES
.FOR NONTRADITIONAL STUDENTS
For more information contact Cynthia Shar 862-2090

presents

THE MOTELS
· with special guests ·
December 12
8:00 p.m.
Tickets -on sale
MUB ticket office
$7 .50 students
$9.50 general

"THE ATLANTICS".
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KQti-Vcin Ticket ,Qnd
Play the· LQtest Electronic GQmes

FREE lot

D 50
WEEKS TRAEFIC CIRCLE, DOVER
749-2242

(TQke "Dover B" Bus)
- OVER 125 OF YOUR FAVORITE GAMES -

Bring In You, Un-Voided Retu~n
Stub to .Funspot Qnd We'll Give
~

You 5 Free Tokens)
Brought to you by:
and

Cooperative
Alliance for
COAS'li Seacoast Transportation
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University Forum
Paul Cadigan

Pigeon genocide
At first it ,all appeared so innocent to me. A
facelift. The facade of Hamilton-Smith was Being .
primmed up, fresh white paint on the worn and
stained columns. And they did a nice job. I figured
the pigeons would be back as soon as the paint
dried, if not before, for this was their home.
I've been using the front doors of HamiltonSmith since 1973, and there have always been
pigeons lurking, lighting and nesting beneath the
eaves. Naturally, directly below an area where
pigeo_ns lurk, light and nest, one will find pigeon
droppings (a princely term, princes probably have
droppings too). Not a particularly pretty sight, but
a realiLy vf lik. :f'or the most part these droppings
land to the sides of the front doors, ~enerally
collecting at the base of the two venerable columns.
I have never been hit bY, a dropping dropping, nor
have I seen a dropping drop, though I'm sure some
unfortunate souls have. But some people get hit by
cars and others are struck by lightning, both
making a dropping ~eem much less severe.
Personally, I like the sound of cooing; I can live _
with the droppings. Besides, I was born in Boston.
Now the stone stairway leading to the front doors
of Hamilton-Smith has been eplaced, presumably
to last some 150 years. Before this project began
and we were all forced to use the .side doors
exclusively, I enjoyed passing by the freshly painted
columns, though I did wonder where the pigeons
had gone. I thought they were creatures of habit. I
waited, and then I finally noticed.
I stood on the soon-to-be-replaced stone stairs
and literally froze in my tracks. GENOCIDE.
PIGEON GENOCIDE. Where they had once
frequented I discovered a new permanent occupant.
Spikes, looking sharp an~ metallic. No joke. · "
Business. War. GENOCIDE. Hundreds, perhaps
thousands of them.-Pigeon punji stakes. There were
no pigeons, no pigeon droppings,just a few feathers
that were randomly littered, better said impaled, on
the spikes. I investigated.
As much as the hierarchy of Hamilton-Smith, my
employers, proclaimed to be animal lovers, I found
no lovers of pfgeon droppings. But the blame was
not to lie here. No directive came from the English
office saying "eliminate the pigeons": I found that
the spikes simply came with the facelift, insuring
that another lift wouldn't be required until the paint
· faded and peeled on its own accord. The elements

Pigeons. (Tim Skeer photo)
Stratford -whose low bid won him the HamiltonSmith faceliftingjob, gave me the lowdown. In fact,
he even gave me a close-up. He showed me a row of
the spikes, ones that had been temporarily
em.ployed on the building but were down for one
reason or another. They were stainless steel, thin,
about three inches long and tipped with a "razor
sharp edge". He instructed me to be careful as I
touched them since pigeons had already lighted
upon this row; if I cut myself it was tetanus shot

would be tolerated, but pigeons are not classified as

time. ··They make a surgical puncture," he said with

elements. I pushed my investigation onward.
David Whicher, an independent contractor from

a knowing smile. On the base of the row I inspected,
collected just above the putty that affixed it to the

That would make sense for surely the woman was
out of her mind, I mean let's face it. As a girlscout .
she was taught to go into the woods with a hatchet
and chop saplings but it's clear she missed the point.
Indeed,we live in a dangerous world,or so it
seems after seeing Friday the 13th and Halloween
parts 1-3. You don't know from where terror will
-strike. I've come,to expect that on any given day my
neighbor, the kindly Dr. Winklemeyer, will emerge
from his garage wearing a Mohawk and
brandishing the meat cleaver that went with the
· twelve-peice cuJlery set his kids gave him for

Paul W. Cadigan is an instructor in the English
Department.

John Bald

Violence any day now
A few days ago I was in the harqware store
standing in front of the hatchets and axes thinking
about something a friend told me.
She told me that when she was growing up in
Quebec, there was a psychopathic woman who
terrorized her small town. She murdered thirteen
men,all 9f them married.She would lure them to
her cabin in the woods and with a hatchet she
would, well, make them less mal!_ly. I must admit
that remembering her story and seeing the shining,
sharp blade of the hatchet before my eyes did make
me bend my legs and twist a bit.
Now, even though this lunatic is in jail at the
moment, it isn't inconceivable that she could be
released on parole in twel'l.ty or thirty years. It is a
horrible thought, but it happens. Or maybe she isn't
in a jail but in a state mental hospital - perhaps she
pleaded insanity.

building, was dried blood. Pigeon blood.
The spikes cost $5 a linear foot, and well over I 00
feet had been used, probably 130 feet. Five hundred
dollars· plus, certainly not pigeon feed.
So now my conscience is clear, but my soul is still
restles~, still disturbed. Now when I see a _pigeon
swoopmg under the eaves, only to leave moments
later, I'm all too aware that it's leaving a little of its
hehind behind.

Father's Day.
I shouldn't say that about Dr. Winklemeyer. He
_j_s a professor, and I guess he's a nice man. I pass by
his class in Ham-Smith often. He's a philosophy
teacher and I don't know much about his class
except that it's graduate level and apparently being
poorly dressed is a pre-requisite.
Still. standing in front of the two racks in the
hardware store, one for hatchets, one for axes, I
remembered that my friend told me her hometown
psycho killer had been a UNH graduate. That's all
we need, I thought, with our image problems and
all. I can just hearhigh school guidance counselors
all -over New England: "Go to school at UNH,
. nestled in the New Hampshire woods, and learn
what cabin Iever is all about!" My friend showed
me the newspaper clipping of the story.There was
the picture ot the hatchet-women - it was her
gr~duation picture. She was wearing a cap and
gown, with a diploma in one hand and ~ hatchet
with a ribbon around it in the other.
Yes, and anyway my point is this: our lives are in
peril on a daily basis as things are, so why does our

justice system free criminals of even the grossest
. offenses? Witness John Hinckley. And what of
Charles Manson?Whenever his name is mentioned
it is always noted that he will e up for parole in a few
years. Parole for what - good behav10r?! "He kept
his cell swept and made his bed every morning,.so
we11 overlook the senseless slaying of a few

random, unsuspecting people." So then we have
Demon Charles back on _the streets of ..southern
California, living on a diet of P~rrier and soybeans
and working on Jerry Brown's presidential
campaign. While driving one day, ••Helter Skelter"
comes on the radio and the guy goes into remission
and drives through a Taco Heaven, massacring
seven people. Or perhaps he has gotten over the ·
Beatles' song - but what is to say another type of
music won't stir his blood lust all over again? What
if he receives a special message through Stevie
Nicks' music? One day we'll wake up and read in the
paper that a San D~ego family has been slaughtered
- no motive for the murders is apparent but the
inscription "Belladonna" was written in blood
across the refrigerator door.
And now we must ask, will parole work for the
crazy woman who decapitated some men in Quebec
a few years ago? I shiver and say, no, it can't.
She would be released and begin a re-entry into
society program. She would be encouraged to buy a
house, get a job, etc. That's ali very nice but then
one day she steps into the hardware store for a new
showerhead or something and happens upon a rack
of hatchets like the one I stood in front of a few days
ago. What if they are the same model as the one she
used? r
As I said, it is a dangerous world we live in.

John Bald, a sophomore English major living in
Dover,supports a hatcher.control amendment. .
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Editorial
A duplication by no means
Some Student Senators think it's a waste of
students' money to have two newspapers o_n
campus.The Commuter Advocvate ,they say,
duplicates The New Hampshire; and if a
student organization proyides the same
services as another student organization, one
must go. The Commuter Advocate, however,
is an exception to that rule.

clear to someone who only reads concepts, but , and created a flow of news that The New
Hampshire could never provide.
the Commuter Advocate and The New
Even_economic arguments fail: the amount
Hampshire are in no way alike.
of
money students pay for both newspapers is
The two papers often cover the same news
minute
compared to what they pay for services
events. But sometimes the Commuter
provided
( often less often) by other
Advocate prints an important story first. And
organizations.
usually, ~he Commuter Advocate presents
Student Senators should not shut off the
news, opinion, -and artwork in a different way

The senate will finish approving the student

than The .New lla1npshirc tra.d itionolly hos.

Contntutcr Advocate; nor should they ccnsu1c

organization "concepts,. Sunday night. Each
year, every organization's concept must be
accepted before it cari apply for a share of
Student Activity Fee income. Maybe it's not

These different ideas and perceptions are
important to the University community.
The Commuter Advocate has proven there's
a need for two papers at UNH; it has thrived,

it, telling it what types of news it can cover, and
what types it can't. Instead, they should allow
UNH students to read the two, very different
newspapers they deserve.

Letters
-~------------------------------------------------------..._
Spelling
To the Editor:
Concerning Tom Mooney's
article on John Irving in the
November 23rd issue of The New
Hampshire. How does a feature
story like that get printed on the
front page? I am not referring to
the content of the article - merely
the spelling. In Mr. Mooney's
article bizarre becomes "bazzar,"
existence becomes "existance,"
epitome is transformed into
"epitomy," and hypocrites are
"hypocrits".
I realize Mr. Mooney is a news
editor, but does that put him above
using a dictionary? Furthermore,
what ever happened to the practice
of proofreading before printing?
One hopes that Mr. Irving did
not see the front page article on
himself. Spelling such as that in
Mr. Mooney's article is not only
embarrassing to The New
Hampshire, struggling to maintain
some semblance of professionalism, but to the U.N.H. English
Department as well.
Sincerely,
Erin Cole

WUNH
To the Editor:
Throughout the semester your
newspaper has printed stories
about the university radio station,
WUNH. The stories have been,
however, a poor example of the
quality of journalism your paper
has displayed in the past. Since
Septembe·r the station has suffered
from inaccurate and incomplete
reporting. And I think it's finally
time to set the story straight.
On Sept. 17 your paper printed
an editorial criticizing WUNH's
programming. The editorial,
unfortunately, contained errors
and unsubstantiated claims. You
said WUNH has never polled
students, for instance, when the
station's latest survey had been
handed out two weeks earlier. You

said you "doubt few (students)
ever" listen to WUNH, when the
very , survey WUNH had just
handed out revealed half the
student population tunes in.
In the same issue a very positive
.story about the station apeared. It
was as if the positive article was
included to appease those who
may have been angry with the
editorial.
In the Oct. 12 issue of your paper
appeared a "News Analysis" of
WUNH and the student senate's
investigation of the station.
Unfortunately, this story was also
marred by more inaccurate
reporting. "WUNH is tl:te students'
radio station," you reported, "not
the Student Activity Fee Council's
(SAFC) station, the student
senate's or the administration's."
But the station in fact does not
belong to the students. WUNH is
licensed to the USN H Board of
Trustees, who alone have the •
ultimate power and responsibility
for the station's operation. Writers
of news analyses should at least get
the facts straight.
Then in your Nov. 23 issue
-another problem arose. The story
was about the senate's WUNH
evaluation committee recommendation report, and demonstrated a
very frustrating and frightening
aspect of your paper--the way you
seem to blindly accept all the
student senate wishes to say.
SAFC Chairperson Jim Singer
was cited as saying WUNH was
not fulfilling its concept as a
"service oriented student
organization serving the
University community." · The
comment appears prominently in
the story (second paragraph), but
no further mention of it is made in
the rest of the story.
Wasn't Singer asked to
elaborate or explain how he had
reached his conclusion? Weren't
other committee or WUN H
members asked if they agreed with
Singer's assessment? Singer's
accusation is a newsworthy
statement. But if it's not to be
elaborated, it has no place in the
article. Otherwise there's a build-in
assumption that Jim Singer is

Writing letters to the Editor /(I //1(' /;i/itor _fur 1111/i/icafi()n in n,c .\"c11· .11(111//}.\/llrc
,it:n,·d and 110 lunger than 111 ·() /)(l,!!.<'.1 t_11wcl. douh/c S/)(tn·d
t.,•/f('J'., 11w_r he hrought to Room 15 I in ti.<· JI { IJ. or mailed to:
l:ditur. ll1e .\,•11· l/a1111 1.,hirc. Roo111 /51 . .I/ { IJ. { '.\1/, /)ur/wm.

1,-11l'n

11/ll.\ l /,,.

. YII. n38.:../-.

right.
But this is not the only example
of your apparent belief that the
senate can do no wrong. Yes, the
senate has the authority to
evaluate a student organization.
But does it really have the power to
tell a student organization that it
cannot seek advertising (the real
gist of one recommendation)? And
does it really have the power to tell
WUNH to cut down its program
guide . distribution--when there
have been no problems with
WUNH's guide distribution or
advertising?
Why has the student senate's
authority not been challenged by
your paper? Will you forever let
the senate shield itself behind its
defense of "responsibility to the
student body," while· sometimes
totally unqualified senators are
given the power to make very
important decisions?
To date, only the Commuter
Advocate has criticized student
government. Even then, it backed
off, because in a matter of days its
funding was to be voted on by the
student senate. It's a terrible state
of affairs to know your funding
could be cut off because you've
publicly criticized those holding
the purse strings.
But I doubt money is the reason
your paper has not questioned the
student senate. Perhaps your
paper can't find anything wrong
with student government. But
that's probably because your
reporters are not looking. And
probably because you don't want
them to look, anyway.
Many of your reporters seem to
be new or inexperienced in writing
a hard news story. Yet these same
reporters have the power to
influence powerful people. When a
reporter gets the "facts" wrong, or
writes a superficial story about
WUNH, it's the station that suffers
because the public doesn't know
the "facts" are wrong, or that the
story is incomplete.
Your improficient reporting of
WUNH has unduly hurt the
reputation of the station.
Please be careful about what is
printed in your paper in the future.
We are all at this institution to
learn, and your paper provides one
very good way for students to learn
print journalism.
But when learning comes at the
expense of another--or another
student organization--and its
reputation, in the long run 'you're
only discrediting yourself.
Jill Arabas

P.S. In the student senate's final

WUNH recommendation report,
which Jim Singer provided input
in compiling, it states: ••we feel
that WUNH-FM does fulfill its
concept." Didn't your pa per ask
for a copy of the report?

Smith Hall
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to the
recently announced decision to
change my dorm (Smith Hall) to a
co-ed International House. I am
extremely upset with this decision,
especially since neither I nor any
other students that I know of had
any input in this important
decision. This change directly
affects students yet none were
consulted. One day I found a letter
from Residential Life slipped
under my door announcing the
change.
With the change to co-ed very
few of us here at Smith will be able
to stay. We all consider this dorm
our home. Many strong bonds
have been made here, and now we
are being "kicked out". Sure we
can move into another dorm, but

there is no other Smith on campus.
There is no other dorm where the
atmosphere is the same or the
students so close. Even if there was
another such dorm it would be
impossible to move the whole of
Sm_i!b i~tq_Lt.

A point that should be made is
that I have nothing against the
International students. The female
International students are more
than welcome here. What I resent
is that change to co-ed. Smith and
Sawyer work together as a ·dorm.
They share staff and many
activities are coordinated for both
dorms. A compromise would be to
house the International females in
Smith and the males in Sawyer. ,
The International students would
still be grouped together for the
support that they need. At the
same time they would be able to
meet many more Americans, and
we could meet them. As a result
many more of us could stay in
Smith, the dorm that we love.
The only other thing l would like
to add is that l hope Residential
Life lifts their brick wall a little and
listens to us.
Marian L. Cole
Smith resident
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What of irresponsible .behavior
B,= Glen & Shearer
WASHINGTON - Is it necessary to isolate
a student for an entire day as a. form of
corporal punishment in high school?
Apparently, some think it is.
·
Last week the Carrollton School District in
Saginaw, Mich., reinstated a program that
allows for unruly students to be placed alone in
a windowless, 6-by-9 room for the entire
school day: After a brief trial period earlier this
year, . Saginaw • educators now . offer their
isolated incorrigibles at least two restroom
breaks, occasional visits from administrators,
and a delivered lunch for every six-and-a-halfhour term served. ·
The in-house suspension idea is the
crowning glory of an increasingly popular
hard.~line approach known as "assertive
discipline." The brainchild of Los Angeles
educational consultant Lee Canter, assertive
discipline seeks to return teacher control to the
classroom.
On one hand, the concept is in keeping with
disciplinary programs traditionally used by
administrators. Rather than boot a problem
kid out of school ( only to have him or her play
video games all day) the new disciplinarians
insist that the misfit stay on campus,
concentrate on homework, and remain

isolated from peers.
If, however, Carrollton students break the
rules, which include the usual prohibitions
against bad . attitude and poor preparation,
they set in motion a disciplinary machine that
eventually ends in "the windowless room."
Canter advocates isolation only as a last resort;
he encourages principals to drive the student
back home or to a parent's place of work
before opting for the pokey.
Since the beginning of this semester,
Carrollton High School principal David
Pawley has banished 21 of his school's 486
students into solitary confinement. Only five
students have been repeaters. "The kids are
crazy about the program because they know
just where they stand," Pawley insisted. "And
the teachers are thrilled because they can get
more accomplished in class. There's no fooling
around h·e re."
Of course, the appeal of in-house suspension
programs (now employed by more than 1,000
school districts around the nation) lies in their
supposed healing powers. While sequestering
the wild bunch, they can tame the slovenly,
' anarchical and immature tendencies among
the rest. In an era when metal detectors frame
the school-house door, it's better to be safe
then sorry -- right?
Wrong says Irwin Hyman of the
Philadelphia-based National Center for
Corpoal Punishment and Alternatives in
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schools?

Schools. For the record, he likens solitary
confinement for misbehavior to sentencing a
jaywalker to 10 years in jail.
But, more importantly, discipline fQr
discipline's sake could foster a dangerous
contempt among the good as well as the
mischievous in student bodies. Its focus on
rules could eclipse teacher's attention to
students' mental and social development.
Under assertive discipline, teachers become
absolved of any responsibility to · tutor or
defend the academic record of the problem
pupils. Isolation, meanwhile, merely clears the
classroom of troublemakers; it's rank
incarceration.
Most states encourage in-house suspension
systems by funneling the highest levels of aid to
school districts with high attendance records.
For what other reason would a Texas high
school recently have detained a student in a
broom closet?,
While it may comfort some to see the return
of guidelines making schools the de facto
parents of students from 8 am to 3,· pm (the
courts call it in loco parentis), in the process
districts that embrace assertive discipline only
shirk their true obligation to education.
Dressed to teach, educators sport the habits of
policemen. It's a poor way to teach
responsibility.

Maxwell Glen and Cody Shearer are
syndicated columnists.

·Letters
Apology
To the Editor:
I would like to publicly
apologize to the Public Safety
Department, the Students for the
Univerfoy, Student Affairs and
any other person or organization I
may have implicated in the letter I
wrote as a practical joke that got
out of hand . It was never my
intention to defame any of these
organizations.
Jason A. Hastings

Football
To the Editor:
As an alumnus of UNH and a
Wildcat sports fan , I am trul y
incensed. Having just read the
November 16th issue of The New
Hampshire, l honestly cannot
believe the front page story about
out-going president Evel y n
Handler and the particular
segment concerning the school's
football program.
How in the world can anyone
call something a Master Plan when
part of that plan considers
dismantling an integral portion of
the athletic department? It's
ludicrous.
As a four year writer and sports
editor for The New Hampshire, l
was critical of Bill Bowes'
program. However , when
colleagues of mine wrote a
damning editorial on the expense
of football, I backed the program.
Even though I might not be a
fanatic about football--and in this
case, UNH football--1 do
recognize its value to the college
community and the community
outside of the college. Yes, I do
agree that perhaps the spending
could be cut and more evenly

distributed among all the men's
and women's sports at UNH, but
to actually have the gall to vote in
favor of eliminating the program-as the Master Plan commission
did--is truly incredible.
My own philosophical
viewpoint of collegiate (i .e.
amateur) sports is that things
should be as equal as possible.
Though this isn't the case, perhaps
at any college in the country, it is
what I base my opinion on and is
the major reason why I contribute
to the athletic funds (both men's
and women's) at UNH .
Should something as radical as
the Master Plan commission voted
for actually occur, I know that
would be the last time UN H ever
saw any of my dollars . I don't
invest into a situation run by fool s.
It's a shame that such fine athletic
ad minis t'r at or s as And y
Mooradian and Gail Bigglestone
would have to be caught in the
middle of such conjecture.
Lee L. Hunsaker
Belmont, MA.

Pamphlet
To the Editor:
I want to commend The New
Hampshire for the excellent
coverage it has. given to the issues
of rape, sexual assault, and sexual
harassment in the last few weeks. I
have one correction to make: the
pamphlets on rape / sexual assault
and on sexual harassment will be
sent to men and to women, not just
to women as a recent article stated.
The Sexual Harassment and Rape
Prevention Program (SHARP)
has emphasized informing men as
well as women about these issues.
Rape, sexual assault, and sexual
harassment harm the entire
community: violence against
women is not just a "woman's

issue".
I encourage men to read these
pamphlets, talk to friends about
the ideas presented in them, and to
work with us to make UNH a
community in which all of us can
learn, work, and live productively
and safely.
Nancy Schroeder
Assistant Dean of Students.

Allman
To th_e Editor:
Many thanks to Matt Purwinis
for his informed article on one of
the most devoted and talented
craftsmen in the history of R & R,
Duane Allman. I know of no other
music that ha s the compressed
power found in the Fillmore East,
Eat a Peach and Beginnings
albums. It is indeed unfortunate
that the early Allman Brothers
stuff doesn't get more air play. To
bad, because in the late sixties and
early seventies -- when frenetic
rockers were tipping amps in New
York and L.A. -- the best music in
the country was being played by a
bunch of mushroom chompers
from Georgia.
Carl Haarer

Red Cross
To the Editor:
As the time nears for our "It's
An Out of this World Christmas"
at your Durham Red Cross blood
drive, I want to share with you
some of my thoughts about this
joining of tradition and the future!
Sunday, December 5th will be
the opening of our Christmas

Gallery from I 2 noon until 5 p.m. dependency on imported oil:
at your MUB; on Monday,
To the industry's chagrin, trends
December 6th, Tuesday, the 7th have appeared which not . only
and Wednesday, the 8th, we will debunk the myths but threaten the
return to our usual hours from IO life of the industry. Fifteen nuclear
a.m. to 3 p.m. and need each and plants have been cancelled in 1982;
every one of you!!
rio new reactor orders have been
While holidays bring joy and placed since 1978; Skyrocketing
pleasure to most of us, some others interest rates, cost overruns and
are not so lucky and may spend construction problems, declining
theirs in the hospital! They are electical demand, and increased
depending on your gift to brighten involvement of citizens determined
their lives! It is most appropriate, to defend basic rights to health,
therefore, that our theme portray safety and property -- all have led
the idea of that very small lovable to cost escalations. Electrical
character who gave us Christmas demand is declining for the first
in July to brighten our lives! time since 1974. Utility oil
Our theme is most appropriate consumption, not a major element
also because you dedicated UNH in U.S. oil dependence , has
do nors and the heart warming dropped off mainly due to
ex perience you bring to our Red conservation efforts and coal use,
Cross blood drive, represents the not nuclear power.
true spirit of E.T.--that true spirit
The Conservation law
of giving love to a stranger!
Foundation, an intervenor in N.H.
So, in keeping with a UNH
PUC Docket #81-312, has testified
tradition of love, join us around • that the Seabrook units will cost
our Christmas tree! Turn on your $8.57 billion upon completion. At
_ "heart lights" and let someone "go this cost, Seabrook I is only 35%
home" for the holidays!
complete. Revealingly, the Maine
Lovingly, PUC is also employing an $8
Jerry Stearns billion capital cost estimate for
Durham Red Cross Blood Seabrook in its deliberations on a
Chairman rate increase for Maine Public
Service Co.
Assuredly, rates will go up if
Seabrook goes on line. The N.H.
"puc staff has predicted that rates
will increase at minimum $24 per
500 KW household if Seabrook
operates, which is probably a great
To the Editor:
understatement since the PUC
Following the Three Mile Island estimate is based on a $4.4 billion
accident, the nuclear industry capital cost. Meanwhile,
formulated a new public relations NEPOOL has all but finalized a
strategy to counteract public contract with Hydro-Quebec to
awareness that nuclear power is import massive amounts of
not without significant risk. New Canadian-generated electricity to
myths centered around the notion this region. Not only is nuclear
of necessary tradeoffs. Though not power unsafe, it is not economical
risk free, the industry said, nuclear and not needed.
power is I) cost-effective and 2)
Jane Doughty
essential to meet growing electrical
demand while reducing American
Portsmouth, N.H.

Nuclear
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LIVE IT-UP!
WITH ...
DAVID JOHANSEN

Special guest: The Neats
In The MUB PUB
.
Sunday, ·D ecember 5
Tickets $5.00 Students, $7.50 General Public
Doors open at 8:00
Presented by MUSO
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Arts & Features
Newport Jazz Festival All;.Stars play Manchester's Pa/,ace Theater
By Eric M. Heath
To single Ruby· Bratt out as
Sounds rich doesn't it? the outstanding soloist in this
Newport jazz at the Palace ensemble would be . totally
· Theatre. Well, it was rich and misleading. Each of the six
more when the Newport Jazz musicians was afforded his own
Festival All-Stars met on the opportunities to share in the
stage of Manchester's Palace soloist's spotlight. In fact, had
Theatre, Tuesday night the it not been for the high level of
twenty-third, under the quality that their names ·alone
auspices of the New Hampshire promised, such improvizaCenter For The Performing tional expertise would have
Arts . It was warm and beeq surprising. But even as it
swinging, and bopping at it's wasn't quite surprising, it was
best. Irnprovizational music in quite definite]y ama7ing.
it's purest form.
Scott Hamilton, who at 27 is
Cornetist Ruby Braff led the the youngest member of the
sextet which included Scott sextet, gave a moving and
Hamilton tenor~ Eddie Hubble sultry performance of
on trombone, bassist Slam "Stardust" later in the first half.
Stewart, · drummer Oliver He was backed up by only Slam
Jackson, and George Wein; Stewart's omnipresent and
founder and producer of the throbbing bass, and Oliver
jazz festivals from which the Jacksqn's whispering brush
ensemble takes it's name, on accompaniment. The result
piano.
was an intense beauty which
Braff _is the consummate inspired spellbound silence in
band leader. Never monopoliz- the filled theatre. ltamilton 's
ing the solos, he distributes hushed and attracting style
them equally throughout the hallmarked all of his solos, but
front line and the rhythm this "Stardust" was special.
section. Yet his ensemble
I was very interested to hear
expertise is equalled by his solo George Wein play, since he has
talent.
been, foremost in my mind, a
In an Ellington set, which producer rather than a
followed Dixieland renditions musician. But what fun to learn
of ..Jubilee" and "Basin Street that George Wein is a fine
Blues", Braff half-valved some musician; yes, one who can
aural velvet during Duke's "In administer the greatest jazz
A Sentimental Mood." Braffs ·festivals in the world, but a
inspirational debt to Louis musician who knows the joys of
Armstrong was very much in comping and arpeggiating
evidence, yet there was a under a solo line, as well as
polished panache; an intrinsic having the chops and soul to
tone quality which is Braff's solo beautifully himself.
alone.
Wein soloed extensively on

David Johansen Preview
By Mark Webster
David Johansen brings his
rennaissance rock show to the
MUB Pub this Sunday night,
highlighting a double-duty
weekend which also features
Face to Face Saturday night.
Riding on the crest of the
popularity of his latest album,
Live It Up, Johansen is coming
off a series of eight sold-out
shows this fall as lead act for
the Who, ending with the two
Shea Stadium appea,rances
that also headlined The Clash.
Michael Glynn of Cash Box
magazine wrote that ••Johansen
~ruly remembers that rock •n'
~oll is still essentially about
~un .. .". Jim Ruth of the Detroit
Free Press said that, "he is a
compelling showman... straight
ahead with bravado and wit. ·

Live it Up, hi~ current
release, was recorded live last
February at the Paradise in
Boston. Released in May, it is
already Johansen's best-selling
album. Rich Gold from Variety
said, " ... this LP demonstrated
Johansen's exuberant vitality
in live performance."
Meanwhile, Johansen has
stated that:·rm a rock and roll
singer, and as far as rock and
roll is concerned, _ I really
consider myself a classicist." As
far as musical tastes, he is
quoted saying, '" .. .I like
anything that's got soul."
Rick Piwoworski, MUB Pub
p r·o gr a m me r , c 1ass if i es
Johansen as "a ballsy Rock ·n'
Roller". He added that he is
••- ~.really excited."
Upcoming shows at UNH
will feature a · SCOPE
presentation of the Motels Dec.
12, one week from Sunday at
t he Field House. MUSO has a
full-line-up for the MUB Pub,

Johansen began his career.
•with the New York Do/fr -~
band credited by many wi th
launching New York 's "New
Wave" rock scene. T he band
featured flamboya nt dress a la fea turing the Atlantics on Feb.
David . Bowie, although the 19 , th e Stompers the 25th.
music was classified as "basic Ma rch wifi feature a return
of Rick P.'s World Famous
garage band rock."
In his solo career, J ohansen Reggae For Easter Show, on
has built a large repet oire of M a rch 31 .
.
.
A pri l 9th, Jonathan
classic numbers, mcludmg a Richman a nd the Modern
medley of __ Animal s?ngs, as Lovers are scheduled. T heir
well a~ several Spector/ King/
recent reunion brought back
Go ff 1 n co 11 ab orations. together many of the original
Johansen also performs many members. April 22, · Beaver
of his owi:i songs, both frorp the B r o w n ( one of Bruce
Dolls penod and from his solo Springstein's favorities) , will
career.
~rock the Pub.
~

two tunes; Fats Waller's "I'm
Gonna Sit Right Down and
Wright Myself A Letter" in the
program's first half, and
"Nobody Wants You When
You're Down And Out" early
in the second. It was the later in
which he showed the depth of
expression that he could work
through words and music.
That particular tune, as
Wein explained before the
number, is very close to his
heart since he struggled in
many ways for many years to
make his Newport festivals a
success. Those festivals are now
underwritten by Kool
cigarettes, so the financial heat
is finally off. But the struggle
holds great meaning for him as
the results have shown.
Wein sang his solos,
accompanying himself
ung_erneath on the piano. And
as I said the chops were there
but the soul was most
important.
. ·
There was a great deal of
high speed improvizational
skill, as well as mellow beauty
that evening, but there was also
an element of mystery.
Eddie Hubble, who was in
his first tour of duty as
trombonist with the All-Stars,
was missing until the last
number in the first half. But he
arived to the cheers of the
audience and the worried relief
of his fellow musicians.
Hubble · was put to work
immediately as Braff called on
him to solo in "Fatha" Hines'
tune "Rozetta". The melodic

nim~leness and dexterity of
Hubbies lines elicited doubletakes from many in the
audience, especially since he ·
seemed to have walked in off
the street to play. The tone was
smooth ... no, fluid; hinting
from time to time at the timbre
of a frehch ·h orn. He certainly
had trouble navigating the
streets of Manchester but there
was no doubt that he knew how
to pump honey from his horn.
Oliver Jackson was
something· of a sleeper during
the first half of the concert; not
talent-wise, but solo-wise.
However he opened the

second half of the evening with
an extended solo; seven or eight
minutes w"orth before he was
joined, one by one, by the rest
of the group.
·
During that solo O.J. did
everything publicly legal to
those drums; with sticks, with
brushes, with mallets and
finally with his bare hands~
beating out rhythms and riffs
with astounding virtuosity.
It may seem, from that
descriptipn, that Oliver
J acksen was the showman of
JAZZ, page 20

The National Enquirer:
America's greatest newsweekly
By Bingo Pitts
It is difficult for college
students to keep informed
about the world, national, and
local events, let alone cultural
trends and news concerning
leading celebrities with their
busy schedules. However, there
is an upstanding magazine that
combines all the essential news
that inquisitive young minds
need for intellectual enrichment without the garbage
found in most news weeklies:
The National Enquirer.
The value of the National
Enquirer as a medium for
keeping people on the go

informed was well demonstrated in last week's issue. The
Enquirer· reported several top
news stories that other news ·
weeklies neglected. "Daisy
Duke ( of the Dukes of Hazard
show) Says Plunging Necklines
Won't Stop Show's Plunging
and, "Liz Flaunts Her New
Man at Love Nest," topped .
Rating-s" in the celebrity/ entertainment analysis section last.
week, but- got no mention in
Time or Newsweek.
The really important news
was the announcement of the
upcoming wedding of Burt
Reynolds ~nd Loni Anderson.

According to the Enquirer,
"the dream wedding of macho
superstar Burt Reynolds and
gorgeous· sex symbol Loni
Anderson is finally coming true
-- Loni's said "YES!" and
they1l marry in March, insiders
~
reveal."
The Enquirer shows the
assiduous journalistic
approach that has contributed
to its rise head and shoulders
over the other newsweeklies .in
America in this scoop story. If
Time and Newsweek took their
responsibility of getting news.
ENQUIRER, page 20
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---------ENQUffiER--------as seriously as the Enquirer
does, then they would have
scooped this sensational news
break. It is no wonder that the
Enquirer has the highest
circulation of any newspaper in
the land of the free and the
brave. ·
The Enquirer has it's own
style that sets it apart and
above any other magazine. In
the Burt/ Loni wedding story,
the writer emphasises the
secrecy behind the marriage a
number of times to show how
the Enquirer gets the total story
from the horses mouth.
The writer quotes an insider:
"Burt wants to tell the world
that Loni will be his wife, but
he's being very secretive about
it " ln ~ s11h<.;Pq11t>nt paragraph

a "close friend of the _couple"

<continued from page 19)
tnen and women" choose their
name "Couch Potatoes"
because potatoes have lots of
eyes for watching. These
television fanatics claim that
watching T.V. is educational
and that when one watches "a
singllshow 20 to 30 times, you
get more out of it," according
t_o Head Spud, Robert
.Armstrong.
"I view more than 16 hours a
day," claims Armstrong. "The
holidays are a great time.
Members come by and bring
one or two TV's with them.
We'll have as many .as 25 sets
going at once." How such
important national trends as
this one do not make the pages
of the major newsweeklies, I'll
never know.
In science news, the Enqmrer

states, "they want to keep it as
quiet as possible until they
spriqg it closer to the date."
Other news organs would be
embarrased to announce the
tentative date of a wedding as
important as this if the couple
had not personally verified the
rumor, but the Enquirer
exercises their perogative and
obligation as an honest,
unbiased news source to
provide the public with all the
story when it happens. After
all, they wouldn't print it if it
wasn't true.
In current events the weekly
reports the uprise of a ne\\
social phenomenon in the
"Fanatical 'Couch Potatoes'
Stay Glued to the Tube up to 16
Hours a Day"story. This "zany
"ciety now numbering 2,000

makes the arcane sciences
accessible to the layman who
has little or no knowledge of
physics, astronomy, or as in the
article, "Blood--Miracle Liquid
of Life." the workings of the
human body. The mysteries of
the body are made easily
understandable with explanations such as "your blood is an
amazing river of life--jammed
with aH sorts of tiny boats
busily working to keep your
body healthy and running
smoothly." Often times a
simple explanation is more
revealing and ~ffectively
educational than some long
winded, complex, jargoned
article as found in most medical
magazines.
The article goes on to explain
"the red ?1ooct ceUs are hke tmy

--------JAZZ----the group. But that title really
must go to Slam Stewart.
Stewart, who was billed as a
special guest artist, is a
showman as much as he is a fine
jazz artist. It was Stewart who
popularized lhe bass style of
singing in octaves and t.enths
above the line being played.
The tec·hnique creates a very
intriguing sound, which,
although it's nothing new at
this point, it is very simply a lot
of fun to listen to.
· Stewart's solos were featured
on nearly every selection but
the ensemble played two
numbers from his own
repertory in which he was the
absolute center of att~ntion.

(continued from page 19)
"Flat Foot Floogy With The
Floy Floy" and "Play Fiddly
Play" are both tunes which
Slam performed for years with
his long-time partner Slim
Gaillard, and both involve
humorous staging.
Near the end of "Play Fiddle
Play" Slam spent several
minutes descending the
fingerb.o ard chromatically,
supposedly trying to reach a
very high note. George Wein
followed him up, helping to
"tune" the notes with those
from the keyboard, but he ran
out of keys before Slam ran out
of notes. It's an old bit, ' but
those two still know how to pull
it off.. and of ~eurse the tune's

9 out of 10 people cut
their toe-nails wrong.
Chiropodists say this
is the major cause of
ingrown toe-nails.

finale was met - with a
resounding ovation.
Together, those six
astounding musicians constituted the latest edition· ·01 the .
Newport Jazz Festival AllStars.

· '.this.- way is

That evening was their last
concert in a tour of twentyeight, and perhaps they will
never play as a group again.
But we can very happily be .
assured that as long as George
Wein is stil kicking there will be
new All-Star groups touring
every year.
.

tankers that carry oxygen to all
the body's cells, and every
single day your incredible heart
pumps 8,000 gallons of blood!"
Such great scientific tidbits can
be used to break the ice at
parties or just to throw out
casually in conversation. Did
you know that "if the 100,000
miles· of arteries, veins, and
capillaries in your body were
placed end-to-end, then they
would stretch around the
Earth's equator four times!"
Isn't that fascinating?
Another of the Enquirer's
superior qualities is it's large
type making it much easier to
read than many of the ·
magazines available commercially. For 65<1: the Enquirer
gives it's patrons the. most for
their money.

·
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ANDROPOV--..-------(continued from page 3)
Andropov is a product of the
Brezhnev system. The second is
that Andropov is still dealing
with the same problems," such
as Soviet-World relations and
the econom\'.
Heilbre~ner said that
Andropov's leadership was
determined from within the
Soviet Politburo prior to
Brezhnev's death. He said
Konstantin Chernenko,
Andropov's rival for the
1cad e rs h i p was p rob a-b I y
weeded out bv members of the
Politburo, bec·ause of his image
as "Brezhnev's Protege."
The Soviet Government
fears predominance of any
. particular individual in power.
accordin~ to Helibrenner. The
fear of ••cultivation of
personality" is left over from
the "harrowing experience of

Stalinism," he said. Both
professors Heilbrenner and
Trout agreed that Chernenko
would probably be named chief
of state.·
Andropov must first gain the
control that Brezhnev
exercised. Andropov is head of
part). not head of state, said
Heilbrenner.
The Soviet Union under
Andropov will attempt to
improve Soviet-Chinese
relations, accordin!J to
Heilbrenner. "The Soviet goal
is to wean China away from the
United States," he said,
because of increased U.S.Soviet differences. The Soviets
will probably attempt to reach
"a minor agreement" with
China.
"As far as I'm concerned.
Afghanistan might as well be

incorporated into the Soviet
Union. The Soviets will never
let go of Afghanistan," said
Heilbrenner. They may "reduce
involvement" there to appease
China however.
Andropov will also work
toward better U.S.-Soviet
relations, said Heilbrenner. He
will probably arrange talks
with President Reagan to limit
issues of nuclear arms.
"The Soviet Union is a very
conservative country," said
Heilbrenner. The Politburo
determines who its leaders will
be, and there is a little-room for
change in policy, acording to
-·· Heilbrenner.
Heilbrenner said Andropov
will crack-down against
HANS HEILBRENNER

harsher disciplines toward a
"slack,, work force.
"If I were a Politcal dissident
in the Soviet Union now, I
would not look forward to the
new regime," said Heilbrenner.

American
Cancer
Society
®

guvc:111111c:11t " iucffi\::icul:y aw.l

corruption." Andropov's
leadership will implement

DU~HAM l{EO CllOSS CHltlSTMAS BLOOD DKIVf ·

DeCember 5, ---12 - 5 p.m.
·December 6, 7, 8, --- 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at theMUB
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UNH glassware, Ceramics & Jewelry
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UNH Sweatsherts, T-Shirts, Jackets. Shorts & Hats
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AND our famous "New Hampshire Naturally" Shirts
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We also offer more than I00 different I983 calendars ........ all priced at 20o/c off!

f

J®t'. .Right now we have a wonderfu I selection of fresh Christmas candy and large bags of M & M's at a low price (a ~ne pound bag ·

*

for $199)

·

·

Q

JJ..

-

~nd if you really want to talk business about office supplies. come by and glance through our 700 page office products catalog.
We stock many of the items .... the rest can be special ordered. If we receive your request by Monday noon, your order is in by
Wednesday ... and the price is always right!

fo

~

W Just in: a brand .new line of University of New Hampshire stationary .... this is terrific.

_~

-fl' Our film department is always on the go with fi Im and dark room sup plies, batteries, flash cu bes, etc. Don't miss our handsome

<)J.

<}~

collection of Hallma,rk frames .... an added touch for that special gift. And along with quality Kodak processing. we offer
discount processing from BERKEY:
BERKEY COLOR PROCESSING
12 exposures
$1.99
15 (disc) exp
2.99

·

0

o~o

24 exposures
3.99
36 exposures
5. 99
No charge for express service

-~
'

~

0

1&

;,: ~:: ::s;T::::~~:,:: :::::~ 1::tk . :~l::~h~~~s:~q~:l:t: ::itman Boxed Chocolates: 209; off
1
1
0

,

64 MAIN STREET . DURHAM . 868-9661

ii- If you haven't visited our book 'n card loft.... you 're really missing~ lot of fun

I

'

JJ,.

We have the best that HALLMARK hast o offer

in cards, stationary. notes. gift wrap and party goods plus boxed Christmas cards and ornaments .... but we also have more than
40 other lines of unusual greeting cards and the popular Paper-by-Weight.

i~ HOLIDAY

-

11

BOOK SPECIAL: 20(yi off all regular stock books (including texts) and l0<f'i off all Music Books and sheet

-~*-·EXTRA SPECIAL BOOKS: (our •.-top 10" for giving)

t.

<)-

T,
h..0
~

'

tt,

oy

'ft
0

A.

~
-~

)\.
~0

Oo

''to

t'9

d.

*

A Rose iri Winter Kathleen Woodiwiss

::g9:nce

::e::al

Living. Loving & Learning Leo Buscaglia
Space James Michemer
Fanny Farmer Cookbook
Enchanted Broccoli Fore~t
Moosewood Cookbook
Jane Fonda's Workout Book
2010 Odyssey 2 Arthur C. Clarke
Foundation's Edge Isaac Asimov

I 3.50
17.95
15.95
11.95
8.95
18.95
14.95
14.95

9.50
12.50
11.25
8.25
6.50 ·
12.95
9.95
9.95

And More by Andy Rooney

12.95

8.95

~
o

0
0~ -

V'

0

~

\l

~

t",,

STUFFED ANIMALS: We have a large selection of fine quality stuffed animals ... you can always ge\ the "bear facts" at the

jS

BOOK 'N CARD LOFT.

"' '
.
.... STICKERS: We've got ·em! Over 50 kinds of stickers and a special sticker album for collectors SMURFS. M~ZES.
' , PUZZLES. MUGS. SEALING WAX. CROSSWORDS. BOGGLE. BACKGAMMON. BUTTONS. FUNNY ERASERS.
MINI ZOO'S. BOYNTON NOTE PADS. GARFIELD POSTERS. CATHY POSTERS. LITTLE BOXES, BALLOONS
AND STREAMERS. PAPER WALLETS. LOVE COUPONS. ETC.

-0~~0 .
.

n:
\,l.

THE BOOK 'N CARD LOFT

IbJ

(upstairs at Town & Campus)

1:'

Open we~knights 'til about 7p1:11, Saturday, & Sunday 'til 5.
VISA, Mastercard, free gift wrapping

!

~

~~a~ ~o~ -~J!),S'f ~-~.12>~-~o~ /:91'.Jt>S'tf ~~~I];!

'T
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•

....
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----------XENO---------(continued from page 2)
anymore. There's an a little piece of real estate," she done to "piss 'em off."
"F--k, they're not really
awful lot of all-American said.
dream and that apple pie point
Paranoia exists on this insultin' me. They don't even
of view that's •SO wonderfully campus, according to Xeno. know who I am," she said.
white, middle class conserva- Students fear things that aren't "They're insultin' Xeno.
tive it makes me want to throw- threatening like a girl who's Something about what I'm
up," she said.
concerned about whether or - sayin' makes them mad--or
Because students are now not her boyfriend w1ll like her frightens them. I don't know
more interested in getting an new shirt, instead of fearing what their problem is.,, _
She uses the character of
,.,education for the job and real dangers such as someone
money it'll get them in the sneaking behind their house Xeno L. Smith to protect
future, Xeno says they're not and pouring toxic wastes in the herself when she's not wearing
concerned about our country swamps.
a Nixon mask. It's important
being '"psyched up for war,"
"(People) are more terrified for her to remain anonymous,
registration for the draft, and _by the idea of having the because people tend to do nasty
military build-up. Things she neighbors find out that their things to those perceived as
thought they had done away daughter is living with a black "not n'o rmal."
Her ego_ can't handle being
with in the '60's.
man, than the fact that the
"We were singing about the nuclear power plant in their shunned, but since no one
age of Aquarius back in the backyard may well cause birth knows her true identity, Xeno
'60's and it was gonna be a new defects in their grandchildren," can be as abnormal and
µ1 epm,tt1 uus as she likes.
dawn and eve,rything was she said.
"I often have to · remind
gonna be wonderful. And that
Another paranoia at UN H is
didn't happen," she said.
Xenophobia, the fear of myself--1 am not Xeno Smith!
When asked why. she thinks strangers or foreigners. Xeno But Xeno is a very real part of
this change in student attitudes says students think she's weird me that won't go away, that I
occured, Xeno leaned forward because she writes things that can't quite outgrow," she said.
The many manifestations of
rubbing her thin fingers don't make sense to them. And
together. Altering her voice to that makes them mad.
hatred and bigotry depress her,
an old woman's cackle, she
UN H students may be Xeno says, whether it's "kill all
laughed and said, '"It's this paranoid of things they don't lesbiarns" on the bathroom
younger generation."
unders!and, but they aren't wall, a cross burning on
She thinks a lot of UNH wearing masks and using secret someone's front lawn, a child
students remember where identities. Xeno Smith is.
being abused because his
protesting got their older
A closet-radical, she's afraid parent's are in a bad mood, a
acquaintances in the '60's. any hostile feelings students man beating his wife because
Many of whom, for reasons have toward Xeno may be his job isn't going well, or some
like going to Canada to avoid __ directed at her real self if her "young, snot kid torturing a cat
for no good reason."
the draft, are still in trouble and identity is discovered.
Another thing that scares her
on .the run today.
Women's room walls and the
·•And they think to
personal section of The New is what she calls the "religious
themselves: What in the hell Hampshire are cov_ered with right wing," which wants to do
good is this? Is this what caring nasty names and angry horrible things to anyone who
gets me? They think because comments to Xeno. She doesn't isn't a Born Again Christian.
they can't change the world, know if she's considered a
"Nothing against Christhey're not going to try even for threat at UNH or what she's tianity - I like Christianity!" she

said, ·her voice rising. "it's the days with her feet up, writing
Christians I can't take. man, her articles, and growing her
marijuana in her backyard.
they drive me bat-shit!"
Growing up with a "good
"But they won't let me do
wholesome, white, Anglo- that!" she said with a cynical
S axon, Protestant back- whine in her voice.
Drugs are one of the reasons
ground," Xeno says she learned
things she was told at home for her interest in politics. She
wants them legalized because
weren't necessarily true.
In a letter to the editor Oct. they help her to be creative and
I 9 edition of The New see alternate realities.
Bathroom graffitti and
Hampshire, Xeno addressed
the "obnoxious" Christians newspaper personals are her
saying she hoped to offend creative outlets at UNH.
them as much as they offended Whether the students agree
with her opinions or not is not
her.
"They are sometimes the important she says. As long as
worst hate-mongers of all. You her writing is making people
don't have to be black to be for think about their own
Civil Righfs, and you don't opinions, she feels she's doing
have to be gay to-to-to think the University a greM c.ervice.
'Tm a poor, fallible human
that les b1ans shouldn't oughta
be killed," she said.
who gets f--ked up a lot. Who
Xeno thinks the "radical am I to tell anybody anything?"
religious right wing" wants to she said.
But as long as someone at
take away freedom of choice
for a woman to have an UNH is getting a kick out of her
abortion, and condemn philosophies, someone is
homosexuals as sick, to send listening, someone is getting a
them back into the closet, · chuckle or a thought for the
which are issues of personal day, Xeno says she'll continue
writing.
preference. ·
"The important thing is to
As far as believing in God,
Xeno says she strongly doubts have fun," she said, "and when
"there is a man in the sky who this whole thing ceases to be
sees the fall of every sparrow." fun, I will drop it."
But she says He could exist and
be chuckling in His beard
knowing what she's going to get
eventually.
"I just hope he understands.
I'm just doin' ma thing; I hope
THESHARE
COST OF
he doesn't put me down for it,"
®
she said.
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY.
Xeno says she'd be content to
just sit back for the rest of her

~
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THIS WEEK'S SUPER RECORD SPECIALS

BLANK CASSETTE TAPES

Men at Work
Stray ~ats
Joe Jackson
Supertramp
Peter· Gabriel
Hall & Oates
Tom Petty
ABC
Joni Mitchell
J. Giels
Led Zeppelin

TDK DC-90 2 pack
TDK AD-90 2 pack
Maxell U D90 2 pack
Maxell UDXLII 90 2 pack

Business as Usual
Built for Speed
Night & Day
Famous Last Words
Peter Gabriel
H20
Long After Dark
Lexicon of Lo\'C
Wild Things Run Fast
Showtime
CODA

$5.97
5.97
5.97
5.97
- 5.97
5.97
5.97
5.97
5.97
5.97
5.97

$3.99
5.35
5.75
7-.50

Certron Ferex I or 11 90 minutel0 / package $15.95 ... plus ~
$3.00 rebate coupon enclosed
We also carry a selection of Reel-to-Reel,
VHS and Beta tapes and a variety of
single tapes in different time lengths.
There is also a good selection of record
preservation and cleaning materials along
with other acces~ones .
I

.)~ WHY PAY MORE AT THE MALL OR ELSEWHERE WHEN YOU GET PERSONALIZED SERVICE IN A
PLEASANT A TMOSPHERE. ... A T COMPETITIVE PRICES!

THE RECORD ROOM

t
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comics

Gordian Knot

By BRION O'CONNOR

HAM · STREET SHUFFLE
No

OH NO, ~u,re'
! 8E7' HELL ,1HE Coll'Tf(ARY !
WEEK. HAS
1'M HAVINlr A
BEEN ,'l "-EAL WONDERFUL
PAIN IN TUE . 11ME rOOLI/Jf::r
BUTT !
ARbUNI> wrrH
ALL THE l,OYS !

OH, HT ~-T.,

I'VE BU'-1
RUSHINfr A
. FR/ff THIS
SEHES'Tf:~ !

T

~I DDIN6?

T

--r

fJ

AS A MATTEI<
oF FACT I SOHE

G£EZ,
HE~MIE,IT

OF THE BOYS AND SOU~ A
1 H.4111£ AL«.EAPI urrc£ ...
BEC<»fE REALLY W£l.L ... ut1,
Cl.OSEI
l<l~KY !

;

-r\/
\ " -,
'

WELL I lJ.i.JIJOW
YOU l<NOW W#Y
iHEY CALL IT

Clayton Ogilivie, Durham
After asking a few people we
have some suggestions for you:
First, try giving him the eggs. If
that doesn't work, sick the bear
on him.
For those of you that would
like to play this game, get hold
of a common access number
and call up the game
ADVENTURE on the
computer.

THE GlltEI<
SYSTEl1 !!

\ I

v>

=i-

s

~

How do you cross the troll
bridge without paying the
troll???

WhPN'

JJy JEFF MacNELL Y

SHOE

1niust say that vrriti~ _
my cdumn oh this computer

I

I ,\

BLOOM COUNTY

By B~RKE _BREATHED _

5H6'5 PJJNAYS G€Ti1N 1
1H~ 1V D-iANNel.-5 MIXW
UP... U\5T WW< SHE.
WANlW 10 ~~RCIS~
Al.ONG WITT{ RICHARP
51MMON5 ...

STt.V(E. ... YeR~
RE/V..l.Y 15 GOING
~It.£.

s ki

-I-HOUSE~

I.'

(continued from page 3)

©t~!:~r;~l~~;~,y;~~~ti~~~;~y1s9;,; d l~ at~ , Inc.

JUST" AWRJt..,

get

We are here to answer your
questions . . Drop them off or
call them in 862-1920 c/ o the
New Hamp&.hire , Rm. 151,
MUR

the o'la. metllcd.

~

I

M.B., Durham
In this area, call 603-436SN OW (7669).

has ~eat adv~ OV!r
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conditions for the sf ate of New
Hampshire?
.

,,.AN~

f"AY GOP 1AK€ M~ IF
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Reproductfve
· Health care@._

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

~·

beneficial, said freshman Chris
Fauske, as long as the ratio
between foreign and American
students was taken into
consideration.
"If you put all the guys in one
place (Sawyer), the number of
international students will be
too small," he said.
Fauske also said splitting tht;
small number of foreign
students between Smith and
Sawyer by sex could detract
from interaction between
foreign students themsel ves .

.\ team of h ealth care
prnfc ssio na ls offe rin g

Het, IA/AITA !<IGHT. IT'5 FIFTY
M!Nllm, PAl ! GRANO, A OOIAJN
7HIS /5N1 ANY- PAYMeNT. YOU'll

PIH&R& NeAR

AHAlFMll!
\

G&T7Hl3RESTAF7!3R I MOV& 7H&
5TUff.

I

GYX'.ECOLOG IC \1 ~
SER\l CES
in all aspects of
\\·0111en·s hea lt h n1 n: a n <1
1-,ryn ecological s u rge ry. _
incl udi ng office fe m a le
stqili zations a nd
PREG:'\•.\...'\ CY TE R~ll:'\.--\TIO:'\S
All s e1Yices proYi ded by an
OB/ G)":'\ s rn-,i.~eon and
p rofi.·s si o na lly t rai ned sta ff.

scn·iccs also include
~r

•~-;----

MIAT? I PON'T 8£l/cVf,

ACROSS
l "Ca ll l i e - "
6 Counterfe i t coi n
10 Ceru;n college
graduates
14 " to bury
Caesar .. "
15- Shredded
16 Mnan money
17 Genesis event
18 Th• Emer•ld Isle
19 " Do you haYe change
for ?''
20 wll•el
22 Li 'l Abner's 91d
24 Recorcing .,;i " "
\2 wc1~. . ,
26 "" · Silverh~e h
29 ·• .-. u f'l.,rh "

3C 1.o i1~ r tciwear
31 Ja1 )) Deoot l abor ~
34 er u;"!e-.! ~u,.
)8 9d \ '(' ~~a1 1 ~"fa t.
(Z wdS .'
: r- or-•,arbO" a' lr .
can!c
l new1tat!e
?niet

-

49
SO
54
S5
59
60
62
63
64
65
66
bl
68

l
(

11 Blackjack Dia yer ' s
words
Pigsk i n
12 Sad
F'ew and far
13 Jwnul ly sound
~tween
21 "Be Q'-'let '."
Leslie Cdron 111:>Y 1e
23 Be l1 belo us
1--' inter need
25 Pref ix: e 19ht
Fed d i n cl o th
26 Btnchlt>v ~hnller
L,.inc o ln, first 27 O,srounied
rrov i e Tct rzcin
28 Ri Yal , n •·rtte Game "
anns
32 Repeat
Cr- Qe la c r.,..
35 Or . Samue ls on
o,-~an11at1 or ( abbr .) 36 Qppc:a;tt~ 1,.:I f i re
01 spatched
37 Once more
Units o f force
39 Scale
~I) Gpma,tic s tQu i pDOWN
ment
.S1 Lanc.t1e , ar and
Offend
~ •• , ~,
Pt, 11, ~p · r-e "ld r'.!wOQ jj 4t, :_.. ~ c f ca lt 1.1 l ator

trtt

.;A ~a r ~P"d

)Pc. n• :
.:. l"l ,·e. :!a i1 ar
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* Birth Cont rol Counseling
* Pro Choice Pre}?l1lll1<T Co use/ing

'THIS/ Y()(JIll?& l?&AUY
IJt/MB, YOIJ l<N(JIU 'TH/fl; TAKe rr
MAN? 'rOUARE-l/NOR. LUIVc
81f/JEVA8L_Y f)(JMB.' n; ffUAH.

~-/ I~

*
*

/flH/5~

AREAlCD<e
Pt/IL, YOU'/:>
Be A [)EAp II REAl
f MANI CfJ<E.
OEAL.?

FREE Pregnancy Testing
E, ·ening Hours
* Sliding Fe e Scale
* Complete COl'v Fl DEN T/A LITY

Gregory C. Luck
M.D. Prof. Assn.
152 Court St.
Portsmouth, X.I I. 03801
603-436-6462

I Itmr!--:
~1onclav - Fridav
9 am· - 5 pm·
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--------WEIR----~-~straight to a phone.
"I knew what he was going to
do, he was calling to complain.
The sign is right there though,
'No Smoking on the Bus.· "
On Monday, after -he had
finished his morning bus runs.
. Weir was told that Shirley
Hamilton, the new Supervisor
wanted to see him.
.. When I got there she said,
'We've had numerous
com,plaints about yo_u. 1'm

( continued from page 1)
being hired which says they
Weir said he asked Hamilton
afraid we're going to have to
won't get paid for overtime.
relieve you. You're all finished if she wanted to hear his side of
":.J eir_ is threatening legal
the story after she told · him he
here.·"
action 1f he doesn't get his job
.. She told me you have to was fired, and she said if he felt
back, which he thinks is
take abuse (as a driver) and I like telling her, he could.
doubtful.
said 'no I didn't. Qrivers have . One of the things he
Kari-Van officials won't
complained about during his
rights, too,' " Weir said.
comment about Weir's
"It's just the way tbey picket was not being paid for
dismissal because he may be
handled it that pissed me off. overtime. He said all drivers . taking court action against
I've been there almost four have to sign a contract before
them .
years and she just said I was all
finished and didn't even hear
my side."

Putyour
moneywhere
your Heart is.

. t.

O

'

American
Heart

Association ·

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

,:,-l
~

~

MGH INSTITUTE OF
HEALTH PROFESSIONS

l

AND

. ► Post-Baccalaureate

Certificate Program prepares college
graduates for practice in a variety of health settings.
► Post-Master's Certificate Program provides an opportunity
for social workers to develop the clinical skills and knowledge
needed for advanced practice in health care.

j

Available at:

'

:Jle f<.eJ Carpel

For more information, fill out and return this blank to MGH
Institute of Health Professions, Massachusetts General
Hospital, Boston, MA 02114. PLEASE PRINT

\

FLOWER & GIFT S~OP

Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

.••

j

Address
City _ _ _ _ _ _ State - - - - Zip
The MGH Institute of Health Professions admits students of any
race. color and national or ethnic origin.

.

l

SECRET SANTA
SURPRISES

Social Work in Health Care Programs

.

J

GIFTS

The Master of Science Program in Nursing, designed for
non-nurse college graduates, leads to preparation as Clinical
Nurse Specialists. Graduates are eligible for RN licensure and
specialized practice in one of six clinical areas.

56 Main Street -Durham
868-7021

'.

HOURS: Mon-Fri 9-5:30 .

Sat. 9-5

:

f

l'l'.XRCMl'B..-~1" FWBISI'

.

.
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MUSO presents ...

FACE
TO

FACE

In the MUB PUB
Saturday, December 4
Tickets: $2. 25 Students, $3. 50 General Public
Doors open at 8:00
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PUB

During this Christmas season
we invite you to worship
with us.
New Creation Fellowship

~

~

Assemf?l~ OJ God

(continued from page I)

~

~M

~

meeting at
Oyster River Elementary School gym in
Durham
Sundays 10:30 a.m.

for more information call: Rev. Michael Chase
659-6160

connecting Dover Auto Supply
store was converted.
Because Nick's was also in
operation when the 1978
ordinance was passed, it was
allowed to remain open,
despite being within 200 feet of
the Pub.
The suit claims the approval
of Nick's expansion set a
precedent and therefore the
Pub's right to equal protection
under the law was violated.
However, Selectmen said
their decision to allow Nick~s to
expand was made before a
court interpretation of the Jaw
three years ago.
The pub, represented by
Kyreages Inc., Jastrzebski and
Reed Inc., filed suit November
l8

in

S trafford

County

Superior Court. The suit asks
that the town answer the
complaint in court the first
Tuesday of January.

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

-SIMPSON(continued from page 3)
uniyersity grow since 1955.
'"I came to work in T &C in
·I955. The campus was so small
then ·and it seemed like you
knew everybody."
The campus was much ·
· different in 1955, said Robert
Keesey, assistant to the
President for Administrative
Affairs. There were only 24
major buildings and Huddleston, the only dining facility,
was still called 'The Commons. '
There were ony 3,000 students
and Dr. Eldon L. Hohnson was
the President of the University.
Since 1955, Mary has seen
four new presidents , four
interim presidents, 28 new
buildings constructed and the
student enrollment increase to
10,000.
Mary said she misses the big
Homecoming parade and
floats, the snow sculptures and
getting' to know most of the
students. ·
"They (the holiday

vesroas
!I

Lean, Trim
& Delicious.
No gristle.
No surprises. ·
No Sir! It's
America's
Roast Beef, ~ YesSir!

,..

.

festivities) have gone down a

,/~~:,,

,:i!J

A great
new store
with.
savings
for you!

~VJ

r----~-~------------7 Ir--------------------,
l.
ARBY'S
·I1
·
ARBY'S
. I
. With This Coupon

l2

Sandwiches for the price of ·

II frS\
_)

lpbg\ae

I·

·

OFFER EXPIRES
Dec 24, 1 982
Good at DURHAM ARBY'S _ONLY
Limit One Coupon Per V1s1t

With This Coupon

1 l I1 2rS\·

Sandwiches for t~e price of

I ,

I I

l·•bg"•~
( _ \

·OFFER EXPIRES
Dec . 24, 1 982
Good at DURHAM ARB Y'S ON.Ly
Limit One Coupon Per Visit

·

1l
1,

I

~-------------~---·~----------------America's roast beef, Yes sir!

LIii,

Q

1· L Ill,

II

-

I

lot," said Mary. '"And there's
too many students to get to
know all of them."
'"I've seen them come and go.
They come back to visit and say
'Mary, are you still here?',
proudly sa1.d Mary.
Gangwer said while he and
Mary get older, the customers
never seem to change. They are always about I 8-22 years old.
"This helps · us to stay
young," said Gangwer. ... When
the school _was not so big, the
kids would come in and start
water pistol fights and we
would get involved, going
along with the game."
Though Mary is now semiretired, she works a couple of
hours a day. When asked if she
would ever · retire, she said,
"What \Yould I do without
working? I'd always work. I've
always enjoyed th~ students."

Putyour
money where
your Heart _is. _

t

O

American
Heart

Association

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE
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LAD·v I THE TRAMP
111 aread ooa and cat aroom1na
- Treat·your·pet for the-holidays 10% off with 'this ad
Gift Certificates available

Interested in a
possible job
for 2nd semester?
A re you looking for experience in
Advertising·& Grpphic Design?
~

.

.Professionally schooled groomer & ljNH wad. .
.
.Services: Defleaing/ Hand Stripping/ Hot 011 Skm Therapy
.Show style or creative trims
• 659-5274
10 min. from UNH in Lee

INT RNATIONAL
COFFEE HOUR
· Friday~ Dec. 3
·' 4:30 pm - 6 pm
Commuter/ Transfer Center

All Students Invited
Sponsored by: The International Student Office .

Come sign up for

. AD. PRODUCTIONIST

BAI
29 MAIN STIIE!

fominQ,.totlr1fNHl3oe1ort:

.]'lathan(Lo\6!ci~~

1\rttst, lcadltr~ Author of:
. li9-rtDraluillJ~

T

OUftMAM,N.~. aca;.?051

SKIERS! .
.Catch the great bargains on new and used skis, boots, poles, and accessories
for downhill and cross-contry skiers!

NHOC

1fd\rtof~GiUt_

Dralljmi. · an6 .100 _ _
furopcan au6Atumcau

Prawin,q,.i~~ .2=30-4:,o
·juc5oal!,,Dtt. 7th"

il\uto,raph PartJ : llefrtlluttnlf
- -----•

,

-

,;

I

-------

Major area retailers will be DISCOUNTING some of
their new 1982 ski equipment... all at the New Hampshire
Duting Club's 9th annual skf and outdoor equipment sale
from Wed. thru Fri. , Dec. 8,9, 10 in the StraffordR_oom of
the MUB from 9 -5 all three days.

If you have used equipment to sell please bring it to room I 22
of the MU B on Dec. 3rd, 6th and 7th from 1 I am to 4 pm.
$1.00 entry fee, and 12% commission to the NH9C.

SKIERS!
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Whoever stole the navy blue L.L. Beane
backpack from Philbrook 11 1 19- --if you
need the pack that bad, keep it- -- just
return the contents . They are of no use to
you - --but irreplaceable to me . No
questions asked
LOST--- Bracelet with purple amethyst
. and gold beads . Great Sentimental value .
If found. please contact Cheryl 2-1646 or
868 -9727. Reward
Gold Ladies Jules -Jergins quartz watch
probably lost between Quad & Jodies.
Any Info please contact Lisa Chippari at 21670 Rm 205. Reward upon return

Senkeund Mepalrs

I[~

PSYCHIC READINGS / LIFE - PURPOSE
COUNSELING $10 for students- $15 for
others call Suzanne tlbtl-:.~.u
Sk is tuned for the upcoming
Waxing , edges sharpened ,
bindings adjusted, all for $5 .00.
Mark, Sawyer Hall 206 2- 1128,
9854

season .
P - tex .
Contact
or 868-

PSYCHIC READINGS / LIFE- PURPOSE
COUNSELING $10 00 for students $15.00 for others Call Suzanne 868 -5932
TYPING SERVICES- - Oualit.y Work Reasonable Rates 431 - 5036 after
5 :00pm

ApartmentsforRent

llt}

Female roomate needed immediately Beautiful furnished 2 bedroom cottage
right near the b"each in Rye - Mature,
nonsmokers dream 120 month & utilities.
Call 431 -0838 (keep trying)
Portsmouth - available now. Town house
on State Street -5 large rooms - second
and third floors - $575 plus utilities. Ideal
for two couples or three students. 4369644 call after 3 :00 pm Wed-Sun .
Second Semester Sublet . One roomate
needed.~Own bedroom - share kit. and
bath with one other male student
22O/ mo. NO UTILITIES! Walking distance
to campus. Part furnished Call Dan or
Mark 868-2916
Roomate wanted - In 4 bedroom house in
Dover, own bedroom. furnished & w / w
carpeting, on K-Van rte . 157 / mo. & Util.
Off st parking, male or female. male pref.
Call 749-277.2 afternoons & evenings .
We're not always home so keep trying
Responsible Male wants to sublet an
apartment in Durham. Call Andy at 22255 or 868-9891
Webster House Apartment for rent . Two
person, private entrance and your own
porch . Apartment A-6 call Terri or Lori at
868-1819 for further informatio_n.
Apt . for rent--Great location- Durham
partly furnished. Contact Wally or Jon
868-1712
Apartment available for Jan . thru May.
Furnished Carpeted. close to campus (10
Old Landings Road) $1500 .. $750 per
roomate. elec . not included, have to share
bedroom . Call Jeanne or Leslie 868 - 1543
(late, if nee.)

,- ➔ elp

Wanted

Work -Study student needed to work
Christmas Break at the Small Business
Development Program. 110 McConnell
Hall . Looking for responsible, well
organized person with typing skills of 4060 wpm , to work full or part time . Cbntact
Cindy Hayden 862-3556
Recently widowed mother looking for
female student to babysit two children
ages 7 & 12 2 -3 mornings duri ng the
week from 6 :30 or 7 :00 to 8 :00 am - and
/ or every other weekend from 7 :00 -3 :30
pm . Home located in Brentwood between Rt . 101 & Rt. 11 lA. Call 6792156
Upward bound will have some openings
fbr tutor / counselors during the spring
semester . All positions are work / study
and pay 4$ / hr Hours are Monday and
Wednesday evenings from 5-9 pm . Apply
before 12 / 6. Contact Dan or Cheryl at ·
862 - 1563
Wanted : Driver to drive car from NH to
Tampa Fl. Write or call : T.B. #235. 3809
South Lake Drive Tampa Fl 33614
Tel# 813-932 -0690
Employers need some help with the
Christmas overload? Hire a student! Place
your job order with the UNH STUDENT
JOB BOARD . Call 862 -1524

Personals
Adventures-In-Travel has your place in
the sun . Time is running out! Reserve
now to spend your March break in Ft .
Lauderdale , Daytona or Bermuda .
Contact Debi Wesolowski, Babcock 22426 or 868-9806 , Rm . 105.
PREEMINENT PLUS
2OD - You guys outdid 'Yourselves! We
thought for sure you 'd "fowl" things up.
But seriously, it was delicious . And Ray,
we know all that " pie " was for Amy!
Thanx! P.S. Damien - waaaaaaa! 26C
KRISTIN REID : Congrats - you made it!!!-f
It's been great having you as my little sis,
but the real fun has just begun . Let's go
wi-J.d tomorrow night. Always , G.
DRIFTER & DRAINO - Ala is Mike Hunt and
Hugh G. Rection . DZ sets a new record by
inviting TKE brothers to their pledge
dance. Maybe we started a precedent for
having a "sh -- -y " time, even though we
11d(J lO lJJ l ily diUI 1y

ll

it

" I.Jo by" a r, d

th o

" duck -burps." The ride up and back would
not have been the same without the
brain -damage we incurred from the red
polyester hat . Seriously, we both had a
fantastic time. thanks for making this
pledge dance the best yet. And now, if you
think the Pledge Dance is over - You're
wrong! We'll be holding a post-PD party
for picture viewing . Details to follow at a
later date. Love. Pat and Selma

To the guys at 2 0 0 - I hope you all had a
great Th_a nksgiving. Did all of you get
stuffed? I hope you saved me a piece, I
saved some for you . Looking forward to
what Christmas can do for us, I'll tell you
what I want _s oon, Love Amy.

Carol F~ I hope you're Thanksgiving was
fun . Don ' t worry too much about
Managerial, I'll help you to pass .
Remember, if you pass though.you'll have
to cook me dinner. Just kidding, my
pleasure. I can hardly wait to here your
personal system Sunday night at TP.
Here's to one of the best OB groups. -0
If it wasn't for the long hours and low pay,
I'd quit this job.
Does the word " Police " send shivers up
your spine? Lets take the " ICE" out of
police! Come to the Legal Services
workshop on Wednesday Dec. 8, at 4 :30
pm in the Carroll Room of the MUB
So what happens when you think ab.out
geese? I know - I'd never believe itl
Missed ya!
HELP' 1 I have an exam December 23 from
3 :30 to 5 :30 and need a ride home to
IVll0OlelOwn Cl. or cl ned rby d f l:<d . rjd l lfu 1LI,
Glastonbury, Cromwell . etc . Please call
Mike in room 309 at 2- 1129 or 868-9741 .
Will share expenses .

A - Hole, No problem . send the Crew s- ut
her own personals but not the #1 B.H.
What do you mean 4 out of 5 slept
somewhere else . I guess you overlooked
· me on the top bunk! My tape recorder
caught it all! Luv. the purple Hussey PS.
too bad you didn 't choke on your turkey
The NEW HAMPSHIRE GENTLEMEN are . bone!!
extending an invitation to anyone
Congratulations to all of the new Phi Mu
interested in enjoying a Saturday night
sisters! You guys are fantastic - only one
full of fun and song! Which Saturday
more day and the pledge dance. Enjoy it!
night you ask, December 11 at 8 :00pm in
Love, the sisters
the Strafford Room of the MUB. The
Wellesley Widows from Wellesley
Karen Gould• although you 're no longer a College and the tab five from
Phi , you're still and always will t.Je my little
UNH ... Scordatura . Tickets at the MUB
sister and I love you! Congratulations,
ticket office.
enjoy the Pledge Dance - go nuts!!! A
friendship that will forever last. Diane
Semester at Sea - a unique experience in
world education. culture and travel. Night
slide show - Monday Dec 6 at 6 :30, Stoke
Hall Lounge .
If you want to know more about your legal
rights with regards to what the police can
and cannot do, the legal services program
will be holding a workshop dedicated to
police arrests and procedures. The
workshop will be held on December 8, at
4 :30PM in the Carroll Rm . of the MUB. All
are welcome.
To the sisters and pledges of Phi Mu .
thanks for a great time at the Thumper
party. Let's get together soon . -The Men
of Phi Kappa Theta . P.S. Where are our
pins?

To my H.H.(8 .O.J.) - Thanks for being so
understanding . Good luck in your game
tonight . Get a few points for me!! The
reward will be waiting for you! I love you
·P.H.(8 .O.8.)
To my BS: Thanks for guiding me through
pledging. i could not have asked for a
better big sister - you're the best there is.
Congrads Lis (others think so too) Cape
Cod here we come. Love YLS. Jo P.S. I
can't thank you enough .

Scott. thanks for all the "hot chocolate
and bread crumbs" early in the morning
these last few weeks. I hope I can make
. you as happy as you make me during the
"wee" hours. Love and kisses ...
To the handsome Congrever on the
second floor : I couidn't have had a better
time that Friday if I had planned on going
for weeks ahead! Even " catching the bus"
was fun.- The food, drink, dancing and
company were A -plus I You were a terrific
·· " officer and a gentleman " !! Let's do it
again soon ..
Dover sublet available for second
semester . Own bedroom, w/w carpeting,
lg kitchen and living room, cable TV, on KVan route. 143.33 / mo. heat included and
utilities. Female student preferred . Call
749-2736 and ask for Grace, Ginger or
Jane.
NHOC Ski Equipment for sale. Major area
retailers will be discounting prices at the
9th annual New Hampshire Outing Club 's
ski sale and used ski swap on Dec. 8 , 9, 10
from 9-5 in the Strafford Room, MUB. To
sell your old skis and equipment bring to
Room 122 MUB from 11-4 on Dec 3, 6, 7 .
$1 .00 entry fee and NHOC receives 12%
commision . Get set for the 82 / 83 season.
Let's hope for ·a BLIZZARD every week .

Hey Babes (yes! you with the Schnapps):
Hope you had a like. totally blissful
Thanksgiving . I'm really glad you guys
appeared in my room that night. You
mean so much to me and that won't
change no matter what happens (Ditto for
Bear - Okay Boo Boo?) Have a super
weekend! Love, Green Eyes
RADICAL WOODWORDER - Gads -I've
missed those gorgeous green eyes (with
gold stars). living on a tangent is no fun
alone. When I was home I climbed a tree
in your honor, there was no one to help
me down so I had to jump . SUMMA.
Have you tried diet clubs. shots, pills.
weight doctors, etc . only to achieve
success for a short time going on to
further failures- - -gaining and regaining
weight each time? Have you known the
despair ot feeling fat? Are you thin now.
but you know you are on your way up? Is
your eating out of control? Call Overeaters
.Anonymous . We are not a diet club. We
offer a program -of recovery from
compulsive overeating . Come join us at
Hood House 2nd floor conference room at
7 :30 pm on Wednesday nights. Call
Susan for more info at 862-3115
Hey, it's not ERNIE THE SHARK .
ERNIE ZE SHARK!!!!

it's

who cares????
I DO. and so does Dave, Wally, and Dan.
EN is sure going to miss NE this weekend!
Good Food, Good People, Sparkling Champagne. Crackling Fires. Romantic
Candlelight - make it your Unlorgetable
party · Dunelawn Ogunquit (Vlairie 1-207646-4511
E.T. PHONE LESLIE. If you can 't do that at
least return my paper . Are you editing it,
or what?
If anyone took a jean jacket from Nick's by
mistake Friday night could you please
return it. It has a lot of sentimental value
and two important I.D. ·s. Please call Patt,
or Alison at 868-9860. Thank you we 'd
really appreciate it.
Make this years Christmas Banquet more
than a routine social function ; make it a
fond memory - Dunelawn. Ogunqu it
Maine 1-207-646-4511

Woman's "Dusty Bucks" size 9 . From
hand's end and never been worn . Asking
$25 but will take $20. Call 868- 5332 .

The UNH Bookstore 's pr imary obrect,ve
will always be to stock a wide variety of
books in support of your educat1ori al
goals. The addition of clothing. gifts. ar d
UNH souvenirs has added one stop
convenience to our store and an exciting
product mix . Visit today and discover the
change'

Ski / Skate Sale - Dec 3, 5-10 p.m. and
Dec. 4th, 9-5 p.m . Dover Recreation
Center. Lower Washington St. Dover. Call
742-5718 for more info. X-Country Downhill - Clothing; Hockey, figure and
roller skates available. Be there .

To RHETT in SIGMA NU- Boston may n ot
be Atlanta . but frankly my dear. I think
we'll have a damn good time at Phi Mu 's
pledge dance' Maybe the pictures w ill
come out this time! Love . Scarlett in Phi
Mu

68 VW Bus - runs great needs some body
work $400. Call 868-1656 eve. 436-5363
afternoons ask for Susan.

Why pay ' list price at the Mall 1 The UNH
Bookstore has Christmas books for
everyone on your list at discount prices .

MADIERA - Model 600 series six string
acoustic guitar with soft case. $150 call
Bob at 742-5378 ... after 6 p.m .

CARPOOL WANTED FROM DURHAM TO
PORTSMOUTH AND BACK MONDAY
THROUGH FRIDAY. BE IN PORTSMOUTH
ANYTIME 8-9 :30 A.M . EIGHT-HOUR
DAY . CALL KATIA 1-800-852-37869:305 :30 OR 868-1050 EVENINGS

WORK IN FRANCE. JAPAN, CHINA! No
Experience. degree. or foreign language
· required for most positions . Teach
conversationa·1 English . Send Long ,
Stamped. Self-addressed envelope for
details . ESL-358, P.O . Box 336 ,
Centraliam Wa 98531

Audio Tech II : Get major brand sterio at
best prices. Sony, Kenwood, Technics,
Onkyo, much more. I also have many
emium Hi Fidelity components at
lowest prices. Call John Narva 2-1787 or
868-9748. 1-4 MW, or any time . Dor:i't
buy until you speak to me.

OVERSEAS JOBS Summer / year
round . Europe, S. Amer ., Australia. Asia .
All Fields . $500- $1200 monthly
sightseeing . Free info. Write IJC Box 52NH Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

Hey gang - thanks for helping me "do it
up" on my 20th birthday. Nothing like a
week long celebration! Love, exMargaret.
I'm watching you D.P. don't cheat!!

Well . _it's that time of year again.
Christmas shopping, finals. snow finals.
Santa. and of course finals . What could be
better than taking a break before break
with the New Hampshire Gentlemen
Saturday night, Dec. 11 . in_the Strafford
Room of the MUB. Beautiful women from
Wellesley, too! 8 :oO pm . Tickets available
at the MUB ticket office.

UNH Departments will discover the best
wholesale office supply prices at the UNH
Bookstore. 25% off retail. compare and
support your University store.

Gina- - An early wish for an excellent
birthday. We hope it's the best yet. Now
you can throw away your fake 1.0.! Love
Your Roomies

NHOC SKI EQUIPMENT SALE. Major
Area Retailers will be discounting prices
at the 9th annual New Hampshire Out1np
Club 's Ski Sale and Used Ski Swap on
Dec. 8,9 , 10 from 9-5 in the Strafford
Room . MUB . Used equipment by the
truckload at the SWAP . at b2•gain prices,
both downhill and x~c. G , set for the
82 / 83 season! Lets ho-pe fo· a BLIZZARD
every week'

Mr. Mccourt & Mr. Morris • Two sexy
students sitting silently, slurping six
packs were scoping soliciting sexpots
sashaying by while slurring sensual
songs slowly and scheming sadistic
sililoquies . Drinklll

Need something to do Saturday? Browse
the UNH Bookstore and discover a world
of reading at discount prices . Open 10-4
every Saturday .
CHRISTMAS IS ON THE WAYI Need some
extra money for those special gifts? Check
the Student Job Board for Job listings . Its
located outside the MUB Cafeteria .
Did you know that used textbooks are 29%
off list price at the UNH Bookstore? Did
you also know that the University
Bookstore has over 130 different gift
calendars in stock? Shop now while
selection 1s excellent. All at ZOo/o orr.
Rob, Spazface. Joy & Diana . I'm going to
miss not having you guys around as much
next semester! Spazface. should we carry
on the infamous spagetti dinner tradition
!hilt apartment knows so well? •· Lisa
Are you addicted to food? Do you go on
eating binges for no apparent reason? Is
your weight affecting the way you live
your life? Call OvereatersAnonymous. No
dues, No fees . No weigh -ins. Meeting are
every Wednesday evening at Hood House
2nd floor conference room at 7 :30. Call
Susan 'at 862-3115 for more info.
Todd - How about some apple pie and milk
at 2 :00 a .m .? Next time Tom can come .. . I
guessYou Guys- -Thanks for making my
Birthday so special. I'm lucky to have
friends like you! Love Lisa
Take a break from the drudgery of
studying for finals . Break with the NEW
HAMPSHIRE GENTLEMEN Saturday
night, December 11, at 8 :00 pm in the
Strafford Room of the MUB . Joining the
Gents, will be the Wellesley Widows from
Wellesley College and UNH's own
Scordatura! Tickets available at the MUB
ticket office.
Laura : Hey Kiddo! Sorry about the bomb
that dropped. You've gotta laugh cause
your mom would have a heart attack if you
went through with the L.V. plans! Just
remember you've got a lot of friends
behind you and time will pass quickly until
you go to Cal. Love. Heather
ATTENTION ALL EX-MILL RD . HAUS
RESIDENTS : Pajama Party Saturday night
at 26 Young Drive. Everyone invited. Only
those in proper attire will be admitted. Be
there.
Semester at sea Shipmates - Spring
81 ,Fall 81, Spring 82 and Spring 83.
Booze Cruise at Tin Palace Dec 9 at 7 :00
Do you feel you have b_een mistreated by
the police? Come to the legal services .
workshop on Wednesday Dec. 8 in the
Carroll room of the MUB at 4 :30 pm
Sprout - Well, what can I say? Turkey trip
was an absolute blast. and you made it
even better. Too bad we didn't make it to
Adam's Point after, but there'-s always
another time! Hope you have a super
Christmas. Love always, you brown eyed
Munchkin ,
Nancy, take your time leaving and please
hurry back .
To Mom- Your great! Thanks for helping
me to keep in shape. PT's at 5 :3OPancakes in my face! I can't wait for
tonight . Love ya xoxo Judy
Patty Caniff - You're an excellent dancer
past 12:30. -D .
Cinzia y Emilia, You two gorgeous women
· I hope you 're ready for a wild weekend .
Boston will never be the same! Emily - do
your parents have a connecting room 1
Happy 8-day -the big 2-1 ! ! Yippee! Ciao.
Judita
Linda P. r-low are ya?? You haven 't been
by to visit the lower 4 in a long time .
Whi!! 's up? - Dav id
To the Wild Women of Congreve 3rd Patty, Lirida , Lesley, Andrea , Jayne,
Joyce, Judy and Rachel -· It was great
seeing you all again! I miss you Jayne :
how does 1t feel to be legal) Hope it was
happy!
Do you know your legal rights? The Legal
Services Workshop may shed some light.
Come Qne , come all to the Carroll room of
the Ml3B, Wednesday D~c. 8, at 4 :30 pm
Semester at Sea Shipmat~ - Voyges 81 ,
82, and Spring 83 • Reunion and
information session . Meet at Tin Palace
Thursday Dec 9 at 7 :00. See you there!
Kathy Webers · 19th Birthday is Sunday,
Dec 5 . If you see her Sunday working at
Stillings (in the white lab coat) wish her
Happy Birthday!
Juli - Ya know, I am glad we roolJ)
together . Thanks for always being there
when I bring home much emotional
trauma . To tell you the truth, I really didn 't
expect to get this close . Pleasant surprise.
Thanks . You have become such an
"Influential " force in my life - chuckle,
chuckle. Especially when dealing with
arhachal stenoencephalic idiocentric
androids (name one) Love ya kiddo •
Mable oh , a big p.s .. thanks for always
keeping the fridge full! Garfields' fat a- never stops me ..

Attention Amy (ex loungette): It was
Greg 's birthday and you forgot to give him
a kiss . Bo'f' is he p. sed!! Go to Rm . 201
Alexander immedialtely and make it up to
him' Love always,. Chew. Win & Doug .
P.S. He doesn't have herpes anymore!
Jim M . for HOT LEGS of UNH!! We love .
ya'
Jim . Jon . Chew. Doug, Jack. Bill, Karen .
Jen, Juhe, Ann, Win , and Beth. (wow, you
all got your nam e s ,n the N ew
Hampshire). Thankyou! Your're great'
P. ,W , and B.
SPIRO . You 're special!
Do-dis. do -dat!I It's when I'm really busy
that I love Doo -Dads!!
Dear LJ1 , SNIU I , !:>MU I , ~MU I !! ! Ive been
tainted! Oh no, corruption is.in progress ..
let's speed up the process' Don 't stop at
corrupting me. make me ev,11· Your
. incredible!! 'Tm weird "
Dean. Here 's a personal for a little change
of pace! Let 's celebrate . The week is
finally over, and the weekend is here . It 's
been awhile!! Love Robin
STVN is experiencing technical
difficulties - PLEASE STAND BY' The
news show that brings you campus
highlights will be back Wed . Dec. 8 at
12:15, at the T.V lounge in the MUB .
Help! I lost my tan . wool -felt hat with dark
brown band on November 10th. about
2:00 or 2 :30 right by the Mobil Station . It
has a lot of sentimental value! Please call
Kim. 868 - 1881 . Thanks
Carol-Ann - Get set to go wild at Phi Mu 's
Pledge Dance! This will be our second one
together . and they get better every time .
The Parker House will never be the same!
You are the best little sister' Love Always,
Jan p.s. Please make sure Brian doesn't
drive like a maniac on the way down 1
Mark· Thanks for the 8-day card - what a
surprise' I didn 't see you long enough to
say thank you before, so I'll say it now!
Thanks! Me . P.S. I still don't have an ahas.
RCB . Jr .-- News is you 've given up your
reign for the KING . Does that mean you 've
become a queen? What implications does
this have for the 69th Blender Brigade?
for ROTC? We're awaiting your answer
with bated breath .-- some curious cadets.
ATTENTION VVS! (Carla. Lauren , Tedi
and Tree). You girls are too much! Thanks
for a super surprise birthday- Nov. 29th
will be special from now on . Much love
from your rose-scented friends. Pam &
Nick
::::::,
Bill, See you Sunday!

\

Penny A .. Maria Z .. Joanne D. Jane B ..
Diane G., Laurie J., Lisa A., Carole S. and
Laura B; My awesome semester in sunny
southern Cal. is almost over . Although I
hate to leave I am looking forward to
returning to good old UNH and my friends.
I miss you all. See you soon . Viki 8 . P.S. I

have stories!
Have you been arrested lately or plan to be
in the near future? Come to the Legal
Services Workshop to find out what you
can do about it. Wedne'sday Dec . 8, Carroll
Rm . of the Ml:JB at 4 :30 pm .
SEMESTER AT SEA SLIDE SHOW Monday -Dec. 6, Stoke Hall Lounge at
6 :30. Come see what its all about!
WHO has the hottest legs on Campus!
Jim does!
To the 7 guys from KAPPA SIGMA Thanks for a great mini -raid' P.S. Howley
• Thanks for the present you left behind.
We 'll be sure to return the favor! Love. PHI
MU
Hey you Bithcin NH Dudes -- How 's that
Grody NH weather? Oh, wow, you know
like its been like a totally rad trip, stoked to
the· max fer sure . We 're so jazzed by the
gnarly waves . b1thch1nest hot tubs and
buff babes . Hey like catch you with our
vuarnets and op ·s. Fer Sure. Luscious Lu ,
·Insatiable Irene and Cocaine Cristina
Paul • Thanks for the company Sunday
night. Your remarks were the only thing
that saved that movie and don 't worry, if I
see Christi , I'll be sure to send her your
way! Also thanks for the attention at my
P.O.; it meant a lot to me. I guess there are
some nice guys left .. ... A fellow President
Oh heavens! Glad birthdays only come
once a year - I couldn 't handle more than
one!
To the New Sisters of Chi Omega (sigh/
You did it! Congratulations. and thanks
for all your cooperation this smester .
You 'll always be the best pledge class in
my eyes . Love, Robin
Dear Editor : Happy Birthday MoFo! Did
you finish that book Sunday nite?
Ahh .. Too bad! " where 's Jon 's room?"
Toast with Red. White,-N-Blue! Happy
21st Respectfully yours, the sneaky chic's
from the boonies.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, LANIE!! MK
BARRACUDAS
BIG HOOTAS
THATS US
THE RURAL ROUTERS
t:5eth - th'a nks tor everything this week. I
thought it WAS one of my best ever. Love
ya· (muchisimo!l.
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'Cats hockey and hoop ·tellms score big -

Photos by Tim Skeer and Henri Barber
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Grapplers amidst
rebuilding year
By Andy Arnold
It's going to be a year of
rebuilding for the Wildcat's
wrestling team and head coach
Jim Urquhart. They are a
young team with many
freshmen who have to respond
quickly to the varsity
competition. They also must
stay clear of injuries.
"We'll get better as the year
goes on. How good, I don't
know. We should do pretty
good if the freshmen can pull
through. If certain people get
hurt then we could be hurting
for depth," U rquha!,'.t :;aiu.

STROKE!-The UNH women's swimming and diving team hosts Boston College t~~orrow at
1 p.m. The Wildcats have a record o~l:l.(Tim Skeer photo)

-B-BALLcontinued from page 32
to · work. Linda Neilson sank
two from the top of the key and
Terry Redmond, high scorer
for the 'Cats with 19 points, hit
a field goal to bring UNH
within two. But it was Kelly
Butterfield who, with 12
·
seconds to play, tied the score
at 53, pushing the game into
overtime.
In the overtime period, UNH
outsocred BC 16-1 I with Gail
Jackson . providing 8 points
from the line. Now it was
Arnold's turn to shine. Arnold
replaced Neilson who fouled
out in the overtime period. And
according to UNH coach
Cecilia DeMarco, Arnold led
the team like a seasoned pro.
At the New England Tip-off
Tourney, UNH left no doubts
that they are a New England ,·
powerhouse. Not only did they
capture the title for the third
straight year, but in doing so,
surprised skeptics with
exceptional play.
Saturday night's win against
UConn clinched a berth in the
finals. Accordi'ng to coach
DeMarco, the Wildcats may
Gail Jackson(24) and Lisa Sullivan(32) battle for a rebound
have played stronger in the 89against West Point. The 'Cats downed Boston College in OT
63 showing than they did in the · Wednesday.(Tim Skeer photo)
finals against URI.
type of squad that plays backcourt to be reckoned with.
This may be a standard line relentless ball. "They peck at
The Wildcats had a strong
by the finish 6f the season, but you constantly," De Marco lead throughout the game, at
again Redmond had an said .. 'They're the type of team one point being 15 up on URI.
exceptional night. She hit 50 that" demands your undivided De Marco said that the
percent from the floor in a attention."
highlights of the·game were the
game in which all the Wildcats
UNH poured their effort into fine offensive performances by
shot well.
a fast paced game that featured Gulas and Butterfield but
The finesse of the offense · 16 UNH fast breaks in the first added that "we got the two
against UConn was als·o · half alone. Again Chris Gulas points we needed from
evident in the match-up with and Neilson displayed the everyone."
URI on Sunday. Always a accuracy and determination
The Wildcats will take .their
touch contender, URI is the that proved they are a 4-0 record · to Amherst
-,. tomorrow✓ to meet U Mass.

- - - - - - - -·continued
H OCKEY-- - - - from page 32
· Providence got their rourth the hard hitting battle and gave
Skidmore. ''I didn't look up the
whole time, I just threw it up · goal of the evening at 8:49 of the 'Cats a firm anchor during
and God was there. The thing the third period and forced the the comeback.
Providence coach Lou
about our line," said Skidmore, crowd to the edge of their seats,
"is that there are no superstars. but LaCombe iced the game on Lamoriello was pleased with
Scotty Ellison is an incredible a powerplay drive with a his club's poise, but feels they
didn't react as well as expected
forechecker, and Mark minute to play.
While the fans found the in powerplay situations.
Doherty can play with anyone
exits, sophomore Dan Muse Lamoriello added after a long
and I couldn't be happier."
Doherty doesn't mind being found the twine in an empty. pause, "we '11 be back."
The 'Cats will be at Maine
tagged, "The Rat Patrol" any net, as his last second shot
more than Skidmore and weaved back and forth on epge Saturday night to take on the
_ Black Bears marking UN H's
Ellison says it's fitting because into the PC net.
UNH's Todd Pearson third ECAC game of the
the three just "rat around" and
handled 3~ shots throughout season.
look for any opportunity.

Last year the wrestling team
finished in third place in New
England. However, they have
lost four people to graduation
who were all in the New
England Championship finals.
They still have four others who
place in last year championsh~ p~. They will be the core of

leadership for the Wildcats.
The co-captains are Lou
Ferullo (II 8 lbs.), who finished
second in New England last
year, and Dave Yale(l67), who
finished third in NE. Doug
Unger (126) and Jeff Webb
(Unlimited) are also expected
to help lead UNH.
Although they lost recently
to Lowell in the first regular
season meet, Urquhart's
expectations. remained
optomistic.
"As the year goes on we'll
develop. We -just have to stay
healthy. Auu in the next couple
of years we'll develop into a
very strong team."
Today the team is in New
London, Ct., for the Coast
Guard Tourney. Last year
UNH finished eighth out of
sixteen teams. "If we could
finish in the top hatf I'd be
really happy," Urquhart said.

•
-T~School cruises
By Peter Clark
Senior guard Gerald Barss
threw in 24 points, and
. freshman forward Chris
Langelle added 20, as the
Thompson School basketball
team coasted to 74-61 win over
Nashua Vocational Technical
College, Tuesday night in
Lundholm Gymnasium.
The squad used fast breaking
offense in their season opener,
and piled up a 34-18 halftime
lead to show for it.
Freshman guard, Dan
DelValle chipped in with ten in
his debut and the bench
contributed heavily according

to head coach Doug Beard.
Beard was pleased with the
showing, but feels the young
club will have to tighten up the
defense in order to knock off
the big clubs.
Last season, Beard and
company captured the New
England Small College
Conference title, and hopes of
another successful season will
depend on the younger players
says Beard.
The Wildcats will take on
New Hampshire Technical .
College in their second of the
year, December 11, at 10:30, in
Lundholm Gym.

'Catalogue/ UNH hoop

McClain decision -d ue
Al McClain will be given a Massachusetts, but Friel says
decision on whether he's able to he still expects more from him.
The wood supposedly got
practice or not when he sees the
team doctor today. McClain, into Nolan's foot a year and a
last year's high scorer with a half ago. "The joke was that
17 .8 points-per-game average, they (pieces of wood) were
has ye_t to practice this year bigger than his second toe on
because of an ankle injury his _right foot," said Friel.
Joe Rainis, this year's only
incurred in a Boston basketball
league this past summer.
returning center, had the
"All the work he's done with off e n s iv e -g a me a g a i n st
the doctor and all the X rays he Massachu·setts he'll have to
had taken from the beginning have all year in order to give
to the end will be evaluated," needed strength to UN H's front
said coach Gerry Friel. "It's court. Rainis was the game's
really tough on him because second-leading scorer with 15
he's in pain and no one knows points behind Nolan's 18.
from what."
After having played just
- Meanwhile, Dan Nolan is , three minutes against Brown,
still getting over a N dv. 9 freshman guard Rodney
operation during which two Johnson played the final 12
pieces of wood were removed minutes and scored the winning
from his right foot. Nolan is basket against Massachusetts.
currently leading the team in Expect to see a lot more of him
scoring, with 21 points against if McClain gets a "no" from the
Brown and 18 against doctor today.
-Steve Damish

Don't just sit there
write SPORTS
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UNH sports comes
out of th.e closet
/

Get out the Elmer's glue. Remember that
$25 UNH athletic ticket/ sticker which you
peeled off your I.D. in absolute frustration
after watching one of these fall sports:·
A)football B)soccer or C)field hockey. Well,
it's_time to bring the sticker back out' of the
closet.
You see my dear UNH sports skeptics, true
"Rah, Rah"-"get psyched" competitive
sports have returned to Durham after a brief
fall sabatacle. Forget football. Never mind
field hockey. And soccer, well...This winter
things will be different.
Okay, I knour you're just about to make this

The women's hockey team downed a tough Northeastern squad last night 6-4.

Ice women lead the pack again
•~we get along very well and are college days and then coached
By Julie Supple
very close. We know that we the freshman team at Yale for
The UNH women's ice
are
good, but we also know we the following three years. The
hockey team, pe~l}~p_s, one of
have to get along in order to toughest teams this year,
the strorigest forces in women's
according to him will be
play well."
sports during the last five years,
Coach Mccurdy sited Northeastern, Providence ~
started its sixth season last
Delaney, Cindy McKay, Laura College, and Potsdam College.
night.
The outlook is promising.
Brown, Cheryl Calder, and Kip
With a' record of 1-0. the
The
talent is there. ExpectaPorter
as
the
"heart
of
this
team constantly faced the
year's team." Freshmen Bridget tions are high. Will the season
pressure to win. Last year. the
Stearns and Peggy Jo be a success? The team visits
'Cats finished with a seasonal
Montgomery should be very Providence College, the only
record of 18-1-1. Coach Russell
promising
also, said McCurdy. team to ever defeat the women
Mccurdy says, "Last year there
McCurdy played ice hockey Wildcat·s, Dec. 8, at .7 p.m.
was a lack of intensity. At times
we were over-confident as .for Boston University in his
defending champions, after
losing our first game, we were
much more poised."
Captain Marcy Delaney
said. 'This year we have a very
strong team. However, · the
opposition is also stronger. The
Ridgefield, Ct. and Junior
By Julie Supple
games should be much more
The UN H women's ice Robin Balducci were key
competitive. After a few games.
hockey · team. chalked up its contributors to' the win, each
we should be as strong first victory of the season in last scoring in the second period.
defensively as· last year."
night's opener against · Stearns should be one of "the"
Alternate captains this' year
front line players for the 'Cats
Northeastern University. 6-4.
are Laura Brown and Cindy
Wildcat forward Laura offense this year.
McKay. Mc-Kay was looking
During the last two periods,
Brown started the action in the
forward to beginning the second minute of the game with UNH and Northeastern were
official season. "We haven't a goal assisted by forward even offensively, each scoring
had an opportunity to play in a
Robin Balducci and freshman two and one goals in each
game situation so if we are
period, respectively.
Bridget Stearns.
going to be weak anywhere, it
Captain Marcy Delaney,
Senior
forward
Kip
Porter
would be defensively. Our
from
Chelmsford, MA.,
kept things rolling in the first
coach encourages communicaknocked in the final UN H goal
period.
scoring
her
first
goal,
tion, listening and playing
unassisted. three minutes later. of the night on an unassisted
according to his game plan."
Porter scored again minutes shot that she gracefully
Coach Mccurdy once again
later when Lorie Hutchinson followed in by sliding into the
sees his team making the playpassed to Porter who faked the net on her stomach.
Overa_ll, UNH was short on
offs this year. But _first, "We defense and knocked it in from
need to develop habits that will
the left of the net. The Wildcats defense. It was a typical first
help in the long run. I'm not
ended the period with a 3-1 season game-filled with sloppy
stickwork, opening jitters, and
sure that they will win every
lead.
game this year-I know that
The freshman. Stearns, a a lack . of organization. But it
we 're going to have to play first" year player from was a victory over the
previously undefeated Huskies.
well."
Delaney feels that team
closeness has been a major
factor in the team's success.

Wildcats

•
Will

6-4

_ _ _ _ _ _ HOOP _ _ _ __
game, freshman guard Rodney
Johnson, displaying a lot of
confidence himself in guiding
UN H's offense for most of the
second half, scored a
breakaway layup to give the
Wildcats a 62-60 lead, their first

continued from page 32
time ahead since 31-30 with
3: 15 left in the first half.
Karl Hicks added a foul shot
to give UNH a three-point
advantage.
"We dug in all together at the
same time," said Johnson. "We

played altogether hard."
And they played a game not
closely related to the first of the
season. UNH has learned the
benefit of being patient.
"I think they now know,"
said Friel, "that they can't run
· all over the floor."

article into a paper airplane with the attitude,
"Hey, who is this cheerleader anyway." Look
I'd be the last one you'd catch in the Wildcat
mascot outfit skating between periods of the ·
hockey game (I can't skate backwards anyway)
but something very unusual is happening on
the UNH sports scene.
Damn, if the Wildcat teams aren't W-1-N-NI-N-G. We'll spell that again later. I mean it's
gotten to the point where I'm ready to do my
Dancing Harry imitations in Lundholm Gym.
All I could think about at the UMass-UNH
game Tuesday was what fun it would be if I was
the scorer, and when Tom McLaughlin
(U Mass coach) wanted to sub someone I
would be reading a newspaper.
Now witness these events. First the women's
hoop team gives the old 21-gun salute to Army
by marching them • out of the gym. J can't
exactly say that in itself sent me into a frenzy.
But there was something on their faces, a
confidence or God forbid cockiness, that must
have been on an extended summer break
during the fall.
While you're looking for the athletic ticket
consider this: the men's basketball team not
only came from behind to beat U Mass
Tuesday night but did it without Al McClain.
Don't shake your heads .I saw the game.
Evidence was watching and hearing
McLaughlin, who by comparison makes Gerry
Friel look like Tom Landry on the sidelines,
make a delightful fool of himself by screaming
so hard during a timeout that brother Frank
could've probably heard him at Harvard.
If that's circumstantial evidence _consider the
fact that-watching freshman Rodney "Rocket"
Johnson play in the second half made sitting
through the 'Cats fraternity/ sorority shooting
contest almost bearable . .
Finally, there's hockey. And I must admit
they lost both games to Minnesota-Duluth.
But don't say, "You see, I told you so." Because
not only did they ·play well ·in the weekend
series but they have won both ECAC games
since then.
And one more thing. Your athletic ticket
wasn't any good for those games against
Minnesota-Duluth anyway.

SHARETHE
COST
OF
LIVING
?
Give to the American Cancer Society.~

'oo
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Sports
•
UNH snaps Friars' nine
game whining streak
By Peter Clark
The famous UNH cheer
ending in "screw BU" will most
likely continue to be heard for a
long time to come.
The cheer began back when
Boston University consisted of
people Jike Jack O'Callahan,
the Meagher brothers (not a
singing group) and Jim Craig
just to name a few. The rivalry
between BU and our Wildcats
was nothing short of fierce and
most likely will never change.
But a new nvaJry, that actuaHy
began last season has entered
the scene. Providence College
and UNH is probably the
hottest ·rivalry in the east.
Wednesday evening the two
clashed in Snively Arena, and a
sterling second period
performance proved too much
for the Friars as the "Cats
skated to a convincing 7-4 win,
raising their ECAC record to 20 and 2-2 overall.
"The key was our power- play," said UNH assistant
coach Bob Kullen. In the man

.

advantage situation, the Tats
clicked three times on six
attempts. One of the goals
came in the second period on a
penalty shot which is rarely
seen in hockey. The opportunity came seconds after UN H
sophomore Norm La Combe
broke in alone on PC's Mario
Proulx and was hauled down
by a trailing defenseman.
Despite nearly scoring on the
attempt, LaCombe was
awarded a penalty shot.
As the oft:icial placecJ Lhe
puck at mid-ice and the teams
skated to their respective
benches, the capacity crowd
came to its feet. There was a
hush as LaCombe approached
center ice. Calmly the Queb_ec
native took control of the puck
and glided in a relaxed matter
towards · the waiting Proulx.
About ten feet out, the poised
LaCombe flipped a pretty wrist
shot over Proulx's glove hand,
cutting the UNH deficit to 2-1.
Providence came right back
though a minute and a half

.

later, as a loose puck took a bad
hop over the sticks of several
players and trickled into the net
to the right of Pearso_n.
With a 3-1 PC advantage, the
"Cats , went on the powerplay
and closed the gap to one. Just
under the nine minute mark,
Lacombe slid a pass through
the PC box defense to junior
Paul Barton, and with his back
to the net tapped a short pass to
the bottom of the left faceoff
circle to ·u N H 's Ralph
Rubi11~uu

wliu

qui1.,kly

squeezed off a blast beating
Proulx between the pads.
Part one of a two part
surprise came just two minutes
later for the Wildcats. UNH
freshman Shane Skidmore,

better known to his teammates
as "The Rat", broke into the
scoring ranks as the hard work
of Mark Doherty and Scott
Ellison sent Skidmore, brother
of former Boston College
goaltender Paul Skidmore, in
alone on Proulx.
"I got the name because of
Kevin Linsman who plays in
the National Hockey League,"
said a happy Skidmore. "I
asked Pry (Chris Pryor) how he
did the day after he played, and
he .3a.id "you like that 0 uy':>' I

said yah and Pry said, 'that's it
from now on we 're calling you
"The Rat".
Three minutes after "The
Rat" got the equalizer,
classmate Peter Herms broke

the tie with a blue line drive that
escaped Proulx on the far side.
But the story of the game was
the play of "The Rat Patrol".
Only a minute after the Herms
goal, Skidmore broke in again
on a pretty flip pass · from
defenseman Chris Pryor, and
lifted a backhand over the
oustretched glove of Proulx.
The ecstatic Skidmore, who
after watching brother Paul
had dreams of playing Division
I hockey, greated his equally
happy teammates at the bench
with a 5-3 lead.
"I've seen Proulx play before
and I knew when he gets unsure
of himself he drops," said
HOCKEY, page 30
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Minuteman turnovers
hand 'Cats 63-60 win
By Steve Damish
The difference between
patience and panic, confidence
and consternation can be
expressed simply, Brown-80,
UNH-67 and UNH-63,
assachusetts-60.
For it was the two less
favorable conditions that
pervaded the men's basketball
team in its season opener loss to
Brown Saturday and t!1eir
counterparts that replaced
them in the Wildcat's
Wednesday night win against
. Massachusetts. UNH is now II.
"Every time we were down
(against Brown) we were
playing like we were down by
15 , not five or six," said UNH
coach Gerry Friel after the
Massachusetts game. "In
fairness, they (Massachusetts)
did what we did Saturday.
They need to learn the things
we had to learn Saturday."
Against Brown, :UNH
mis.sed nine free throws and
shot 43.8 percent from the floor
while its opponent shot 58.5
percent (78 percent from the
foul line). And when their
inaccurate shooting put them
behind, they were a team
playing under self-made
pressure that it couldn't handle.
"We weren't putting it all
together," said UNH guard
Vince Connelly (7 turnovers).
'"I myself lost my head."
But . by Wednesday the
calmness came and it was
Massachusetts, in its first game
of the season, that was
overtaken with tenseness · and
tightness, two factors that
caused the Minutemen to
commit 26 fouls ( 13 each half)
and to lose a game in which
they lead 55-46 with 9: 16 left
and 60-54 with 4:23 remaining.
"The whole team was
relaxed," _sa_id Connelly: who

·¥

showed a marked improvement
in running UNH's 6ffense the
first half. "Everyone worked
the ball around. We were .
poised."
Even. with their newfound
neatness, the Wildcats trailed
35-31 at halftime and 51-42 at
7:50 in the second half largely
from the Minutemen outrebounding them both on the
offensive and defensive boards.
For the game, Massachusetts
had 36 rebounds against
UNH's 23.

•

McClain still out
page 30
"We knew they were going to
hit the boards like that," said
UNH forward Dan Nolan, the
game's high scorer with 18
points, nine rebounds. "They're
a physical team."
But where UNH had
problems regaining lost ground
against Brown, Massachusetts
seemingly wanted a close game,
consistently turning the ball .
over somehow or another 14
times in the second half (UNH ·
had just · 5 second half
turnovers).
A 6'5" Minutemen would
throw an 8 '5" pass to a 6 '7'
forward. Another one would
mis'take the white of UNH for
the maroon of Massachusetts.
This sloppiness, accompanied
by carefulness on the part of
UNH's offense, enabled the
Wildcats to outscore the
Minutemen 15-5 in the last 9: 16
of play.
"We just stayed with our
game plan," said Nolan, "and
capitalized on the mistakes of
our opponent."
With 45 seconds left in the
HOOP. page 31

Dan Nolan(30) muscles in two of his 18 points in Tuesday's upset victory over UMass.(Tim
Skeer photo)

Lady cagers push streak to four
By Maura Gavin
have been in command. But
The icing on the cake was · UNH wouldn't say die.
Although the Wildcats were
spread by a freshman guard.
An ironic ending since the tired from this past weekend's
game had been a showcase of successful defense of the New
England Tip-off Tourney, they
veterans and experience. But,
continued their four game
Margie Arnold's two free
throws in the final seconds of winning streak with style. The
key to Wednesday's win proved
UNH's 69-64 overtime win at
to be a well-timed offensive
Bpston College Wednesday
push and the ability to remain
were sweets for the sweet.
cool under fire.
A well ' coached and strictly
During the first half. UNH
disciplined team, playing on
looked sluggish. They
their home_territory, BC should

committed several turnovers.
Yet, they were . still able to
secure a ten point lead at the
half.
· But BC came out fighting in
the second half. Led by high
scorer Mary Pat Kelly (23
points), · 17 coming in . the
second half, the Eagles were
able to shut down UN H's-inside
game and close the gap.
With four minutes left, BC
pulled ahead. Then UNH went
8-Ball. page 30
·

